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Abstract
Nanoscience is one of the most exciting research fields of modern science due
to the novel and unexpected properties that materials exhibit at the scale of
individual atoms. In order to exploit these properties in future applications,
a deep understanding of the behavior of matter at the nanoscale is required.
This thesis aims to present new findings related to the modeling of elec-
tronic and thermal transport in several graphene nanostructures, including
graphene nanoconstrictions, twisted graphene ribbons and graphene rings.
Graphene Nanoconstrictions
Among the exceptional electronic properties of graphene, the extremely long
mean free path of charge carriers stands out, making this material an ideal
system to study electronic phenomena in the coherent regime. Conductance
quantization in integer multiples of the fundamental quantum 2e2/h is one
of the hallmarks of ballistic quantum transport. In the case of graphene, the
valley degree of freedom can also result in 4e2/h conductance steps. In this
thesis, the influence of several geometric factors in the conductance quan-
tization of graphene nanoconstrictions is thoroughly analyzed, finding the
valley-symmetry is more easily preserved in the presence of zigzag edges,
short constrictions and rounded-shaped profiles. Rough edges are found to
deeply degrade electronic transport, although signs of quantization are still
noticeable for low edge roughness. Additionally, an effective approach to ex-
trapolate results from small systems to experimentally feasible sized systems
is derived and tested by comparing with experimental results. These find-
ings could result in the design of more optimized tailored structures able to
preserve the size quantization and the valley symmetry.
Twisted Graphene Nanoribbons
The unique geometry of helical conformations can give rise to peculiar proper-
ties, especially when these structures are subjected to an electric field. Due to
ix
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its remarkable mechanical properties, graphene nanoribbons can be shaped
into different geometries, including twisted conformations. In this thesis we
analyze the mechanical deformation of twisted graphene ribbons and the
impact of the induced strain on their electronic properties, demonstrating its
effect can be neglected in relevant cases. Additionally, when a transverse elec-
tric field is applied, the twisted conformation induces a periodic potential for
charge carriers along the nanoribbon, resulting in a superlattice-like energy
band structure. We show that the current-voltage characteristics of this type
of system can be controlled by the electric field, allowing the twisted ribbon to
operate as a field-effect transistor or as a tunnel diode.
Graphene Nanorings
The long coherence length of charge carriers in graphene also allows to study
electron quantum interference, being graphene nanorings one of the most
suitable nanostructures to this end. Previous studies demonstrated that
tuning the phase difference between electrons traveling along different arms
of the ring with magnetic fields or electrostatic gates can result in destructive
and constructive interference, and thus, in a way of controlling the electric
current. In this thesis, we find that an asymmetric connection between the ring
and the contacts, or alternatively the application of a side-gate voltage accross
the arms of the ring, can give rise to sharp features and Fano resonances in
the electron transmission spectra. We demonstrate these characteristics can
result in a highly spin-polarized transmission when a ferromagnetic insulator
is placed on top of the graphene nanoring. Also, Fano resonances are found to
have a great impact on the thermoelectric properties of graphene rings.
Although thermal phenomena are not directly responsible for the electrical
functionality of devices, they can limit their performance, making essential the
search for superior thermal conductors capable of heat removal. On the other
hand, thermoelectric energy conversion requires materials with a strongly
suppressed thermal conductivity. Therefore, a better understanding of heat
transport at the nanoscale is crucial. In this regard, we analyze the thermal
properties of graphene nanorings, both at high and low temperature. At high
temperature the quantum effects can be neglected and molecular dynamics
simulations are the most suitable tool. On the contrary, at low temperature
and in the absence of phonon-phonon interactions, density-functional tight-
binding simulations in combination with Green function’s techniques are
employed. We obtain that above a threshold temperature, which depends
on the specific geometry configuration, the presence of bends, corners, or
a hole in the path from source to drain, strongly degrade the thermal con-
ductance as compared to uniform ribbons. Below the threshold temperature,
graphene nanorings can show a higher thermal conductance than ribbons of
x
ABSTRACT
the same width. We suggest and provide some evidence of phonon interference
to be responsible for this counter-intuitive behavior, opening new possibilities
of engineering phonon transport in a similar way as electron transport in
nanorings.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that graphene nanorings are highly versa-
tile structures which can be employed for spintronics, thermal managament
and thermoelectric applications. Electron transport in such systems can be
engineering by using quantum interference effects while phonon conductance
can be greatly modified with an appropriate design.
xi

Resumen
La Nanociencia es una de las disciplinas de mayor crecimiento y relevancia
en la actualidad debido a las nuevas e inesperadas propiedades que exhiben
los materiales al reducir sus dimensiones. Sin embargo, para poder explotar
estas propiedades de forma óptima en posibles aplicaciones, aún se necesita
una mayor comprensión del comportamiento de la materia en la nanoescala.
El objetivo principal de esta tesis es estudiar el transporte electrónico y
térmico en distintas nanoestructuras de grafeno, entre las que se incluyen
nanoconstricciones, nanocintas de grafeno helicoidales y anillos de grafeno.
Nanoconstricciones de Grafeno
Entre las excepcionales propiedades electrónicas del grafeno destaca el gran
recorrido libre medio de los electrones, haciendo de este material un sistema
ideal para estudiar fenómenos electrónicos en el régimen balístico y coherente.
La cuantización de la conductancia en múltiplos del cuanto fundamental 2e2/h
es una de las señas de identidad del transporte cuántico balístico. En el caso
del grafeno, además, debido al grado de libertad de valle, la cuantización
puede resultar en algunos casos en múltiplos de 4e2/h. En esta tesis anali-
zamos el papel que juegan distintos factores geométricos en la cuantización
de la conductancia en nanoconstricciones de grafeno. Entre los principales
resultados encontramos que la simetría de valle se conserva más fácilmente
cuando consideramos bordes de tipo zigzag, en las constricciones más cortas y
en los perfiles más redondeados. También encontramos que los bordes rugosos
degradan el transporte electrónico, aunque aún se observan algunos signos
de cuantización cuando la rugosidad es baja. Por último, desarrollamos un
nuevo y efectivo método que nos permite extrapolar resultados de sistemas
pequeños a sistemas con tamaños experimentalmente realistas. La validez
del método es comprobada comparando con medidas experimentales. Estos
hallazgos podrían resultar en el diseño y fabricación de estructuras más
óptimas y capaces de preservar tanto la cuantización de la conductancia como
la simetría de valle.
xiii
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Nanocintas de Grafeno Helicoidales
La geometría única de las estructuras helicoidales puede dar lugar a propieda-
des muy peculiares, especialmente cuando estas configuraciones son sometidas
a un campo eléctrico. Debido a las excepcionales propiedades mecánicas del
grafeno, las nanocintas de este material pueden moldearse dando lugar a
distintas geometrías, como por ejemplo a configuraciones helicoidales. En esta
tesis analizamos la deformación mecánica de las cintas de grafeno helicoidales
y su impacto sobre las propiedades electrónicas, demostrando que su efecto
es despreciable en los casos más relevantes. Además, observamos que la apli-
cación de un campo eléctrico transversal da lugar a una estructura de bandas
similar a la de una superred. Finalmente, demostramos que este tipo de sis-
temas pueden ser de gran utilidad para aplicaciones en nanoelectrónica, ya
que el campo eléctrico nos permite obtener curvas corriente-voltaje similares
a las de los transistores de efecto campo o los diodos túnel.
Anillos de Grafeno
La gran longitud de coherencia de los portadores de carga en grafeno también
nos permite estudiar efectos de interferencia cuántica, siendo los anillos de
grafeno una de las nanoestructuras más apropiadas para este fin. Estudios
previos han demostrado que la diferencia de fases entre los electrones que
viajan por distintos brazos del anillo puede ser controlada mediante campos
magnéticos y electrostáticos, lo que resulta en interferencias constructivas
y destructivas y, por tanto, en una forma de controlar la corriente eléctrica
a través del sistema. En esta tesis hemos demostrado que una conexión
asimétrica entre los contactos y el anillo, o alternativamente la aplicación de
un potencial lateral entre ambos brazos, puede dar lugar a formas abruptas y
resonancias Fano en el espectro de transmisión electrónica. Estas característi-
cas, por su parte, pueden resultar en una transmisión altamente polarizada en
espín cuando se deposita un material ferromagnético sobre el anillo de grafeno.
También, encontramos que las resonancias Fano tienen un gran impacto sobre
las propiedades termoeléctricas de estos sistemas.
Aunque los fenómenos térmicos no son directamente responsables de la
respuesta electrónica de un dispositivo, pueden limitar su funcionamiento, lo
que hace esencial la búsqueda de sistemas con alta conductividad térmica.
Por otro lado, la tecnología termoeléctrica requiere de materiales con una
conductividad térmica muy reducida. Por tanto, una mejor comprensión del
transporte térmico en la nanoescala es fundamental. En esta tesis analizamos
las propiedades térmicas de los anillos de grafeno, tanto a alta como a baja
temperatura. A alta temperatura los efectos cuánticos pueden ser despreciados
y las simulaciones de dinámica molecular constituyen la herramienta más
xiv
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adecuada. Por el contrario, a bajas temperaturas y en ausencia de interaccio-
nes fonón-fonón, utilizamos simulaciones de DFTB (de la acepción inglesa
density-functional tight-binding) junto con el formalismo de las funciones de
Green. Los resultados que obtenemos indican que por encima de una tempe-
ratura umbral, que va a depender de la geometría específica, la presencia de
obstáculos geométricos (curvas, agujeros o esquinas) degrada fuertemente la
conductancia térmica. Por debajo de la temperatura umbral, los anillos de
grafeno presentan un comportamiento inesperado, siendo mejores conductores
térmicos que las nanocintas de la misma anchura. Proponemos la interferencia
de fonones como posible explicación de este fenómeno contraintuitivo.
En conclusión, demostramos que los anillos de grafeno son unas estruc-
turas muy versátiles con potencial para aplicaciones en espintrónica, gestión
térmica o termoelectricidad. El transporte electrónico en estos sistemas puede
explotar los efectos de interferencia mientras que el transporte térmico o de
fonones puede ser modificado mediante un diseño adecuado.
xv
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Introduction
Nanoscience is one of the most exciting research fields of modern science. At
the scale of individual atoms, materials and systems exhibit novel and unex-
pected properties. Therefore, a deep understanding of the behavior of matter
at the nanoscale is an essential step towards future applications of nanotech-
nology. In this regard, it is widely believed that nanotechnology will lead to
the next industrial revolution, comparable to that of semiconductor technol-
ogy in the past century. Nanoscience and nanotechnology research promise
breakthroughs in a wide range of areas, including materials, nanoelectronics,
biotechnology, medicine, energy, or information technology [1].
Low dimensional materials such as graphene, which consists of a single-
layer of carbon atoms discovered in 2004 [2], are expected to play a key role.
Devices made of this material can be extremely compact. But most impor-
tantly, the extraordinary properties of graphene allow for new devices and
applications that could never have been anticipated. Electronic applications
that could exploit its high charge-carrier mobility [3] were among the first to
be envisaged [4, 5]. Flexible, wearable or transparent electronics that take
advantage of graphene’s superior electronic properties, as well as its optical
and mechanical features have also been envisioned as promising applica-
1
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tions [6, 7]. The potential of graphene photonics and optoelectronics have been
demonstrated by advances ranging from solar cells and light-emitting devices
to photodetectors and ultrafast lasers [6]. Additionally, this material is of
interest in spintronics [8] because of the extraordinarily long spin-coherence
length [9]. Lastly, its extremely high thermal conductivity [10, 11] and the
possibility of modifying the thermal transport by different mechanisms, make
graphene an ideal candidate for thermal management and thermoelectric
applications [12].
Over the years, a variety of experimental techniques have been developed
to synthesize, fabricate and characterize nanometer-sized objects. Manipulat-
ing nanoscale matter is a challenging task though. Hence, theoretical models
and numerical simulations are crucial to make progress in the fundamental
knowledge of nanoscale physical properties, as well as to optimize the struc-
tures and devices. It is the aim of this thesis to present new findings related to
the modeling of electronic and thermal transport in graphene nanostructures,
in which fascinating effects arise since its dimensions are smaller than the
characteristic lengths associated with the physical phenomena.
1.1 Electronic Properties of Graphene
In order to understand the electronic properties of graphene, it is necessary
to start by analyzing the atomic structure of this carbon-based material. The
carbon atom has six electrons, two of them forming a closed 1s2 shell and
four filling 2s and 2p states. In graphene, three of the outer electrons form
hybrid sp2 covalent bonds separated by angles of 120◦. These are the σ bonds
that lead to the honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms separated by a distance
of 1.42Å. The remaining electron, corresponding to the non-hybridized p
orbital perpendicular to the plane, forms a pi bond and it is responsible for the
electric conductivity in the system. The crystal structure comprises two non-
equivalent sublattices (see Figure 1.1) and results in a unique band structure,
in which the valence and conduction bands touch conically at the points K
and K ′ at the corners of the graphene Brillouin zone (see Figure 1.2). These
two non-equivalent points are called Dirac points and are the origin of the
unique electronic properties of graphene [13, 14]. The low energy spectrum
in the vicinity of the K and K ′ points exhibits a linear dispersion that can be
2
1.1. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF GRAPHENE
FIGURE 1.1. (a) The graphene honeycomb lattice. Sublattices A and B
are shown in gray and white, respectively. (b) Brillouin zone of
graphene. The Dirac points are located at K and K ′ points.
FIGURE 1.2. Electronic dispersion in the honeycomb lattice. Zoom of
the energy bands close to one of the Dirac points.
well described by the massless Dirac equation [13, 14]. At higher energies or
large momentum, however, the energy spectrum and the transport properties
have to be calculated using the tight-binding (TB) approximation [15, 16]
or, more accurately, ab initio methods. Comparing with the latter, the TB
approximation allows to handle much larger systems and will be the tool of
choice to model electronic properties throughout this thesis.
The band structure and the electronic properties of this material are very
sensitive to the specific geometry, size, and the nature of the edges, namely,
zigzag or armchair. For example, within the single-orbital TB model, ribbons
3
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with zigzag edges are metallic, while those with armchair edges are either
metallic or semiconducting, depending on the ribbon width [17, 18]. Also,
atomic size fluctuation and especially rough edges, which are unavoidable in
real samples yet, can have a great impact on the electronic properties [19, 20].
Its effect on the electrical conductance of graphene nanoconstrictions (GNCs)
will be addressed in Chapter 2.
Among the electronic properties of graphene, the extremely long mean
free path and coherence length of charge carriers stand out [21]. Graphene
nanoribbons (GNRs) behave as room-temperature ballistic electrical conduc-
tors on a length scale greater than ten microns [22], what makes this material
an ideal system to study electronic phenomena in the coherent regime. Con-
ductance quantization in integer multiples of the fundamental quantum 2e2/h
is one of the hallmarks of ballistic quantum transport and can be explained in
terms of the Landauer formula [23]
(1.1) G = 2e
2
h
∑
n
τn ,
where τn is the transmission coefficient for each transverse mode n that arises
from the lateral confinement of the charge carriers. In graphene, the valley
degree of freedom that comes from the two inequivalent K and K ′ valleys, can
result in 4e2/h quantization steps in some cases [24–27]. The conductance
quantization in GNCs will be analyzed in Chapter 2.
The long coherence length of charge carriers in graphene also allows to
study electron quantum interference. Graphene nanorings are one of the
most suitable nanostructures to that end. It was demonstrated that tuning
the phase difference between electrons traveling along different arms of the
ring with magnetic fields [28–35] or electrostatic gates [36, 37] can result in
destructive and constructive interference and thus in a way of controlling
the electric current. Different aspects related to graphene nanorings will be
thoroughly discussed from Chapter 4 to Chapter 7. Additionally, another way
of current control by means of electric fields in twisted GNRs will be explored
in Chapter 3. These kind of structures that proved to be experimentally
feasible [38–41], take advantage of graphene superior electronic properties,
as well as its high elasticity and remarkable mechanical properties [42].
The long spin-coherence length of graphene, up to several microns even
at room temperature [9], has resulted in a considerable interest in the de-
4
1.2. THERMAL TRANSPORT
velopment of devices in which the spin degree of freedom can be controlled.
There are several ways to inject spins and induce magnetism in graphene.
For instance, it can be done along the edges of nanoribbons [43], by intro-
ducing defects [44, 45], depositing atoms or molecules [46, 47], or by growing
graphene on magnetic substrates [48]. In particular, the use of ferromagnetic
insulators (FIs) such as europium chalcogenides has received a great deal
of attention [49–53]. This approach will be employed in Chapter 4 to design
systems in which the electron transmission is highly spin-polarized.
1.2 Thermal Transport
Ever increasing miniaturization of electronic devices has resulted in an un-
precedented level of power dissipation, and therefore higher temperatures
at the nanoscale level. Although thermal phenomena are not directly re-
sponsible for the electrical functionality of devices, they can adversely affect
their reliability and limit their performance, making essential the search for
superior thermal conductors capable of heat removal [54–56]. On the other
hand, thermoelectric energy conversion requires materials with a strongly
suppressed thermal conductivity, as we will see in next section. Therefore,
a better understanding of heat transport at the nanoscale is crucial for the
future development of stable high-density integrated circuits as well as more
efficient thermoelectric devices.
The energy transferred from atoms and electrons of the hotter regions of a
system to those in cooler regions is called heat. Conduction is the mode of heat
transfer in which energy exchange takes place in solids due to the presence
of a temperature gradient in the system. An empirical relationship between
the heat flow and the temperature gradient was first formulated by Fourier in
1822. For a homogeneous and isotropic material, this relationship, known as
Fourier’s law, can be expressed as [57]
(1.2) J =−κ∇T .
where ∇T is the temperature gradient, the heat flux vector J represents heat
flow per unit time, per unit area, and κ is called the thermal conductivity of
5
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the material, which is a positive, scalar quantity 1. The sign in Equation (1.2)
is negative, indicating that heat flows from high to low temperature. Although
Fourier’s law accurately describes heat transport in macroscopic samples,
there has been some controversy regarding its validity at nanometer length
scales. Nevertheless, recent studies on thermal transport at the nanoscale
concluded that Fourier’s law is essentially exact in the diffusive and ballistic
limits [58].
In solid materials heat can be carried by lattice vibrations and electrons so
that the thermal conductivity splits as κ= κlat+κel, where κlat and κel are the
lattice2 and electron contributions, respectively. In metals, κel is dominant due
to the large concentration of free carriers and its value can be estimated from
the electrical conductivity σ via the Wiedemann-Franz law [59]. However,
failure of this law has been predicted, for example in nanoscale systems with
strong Coulomb interaction effects [60] or those showing Fano resonances
in the transmission spectra [61]. On the contrary, in most semiconductors
and insulators, heat conduction is dominated by lattice vibrations. This is
also the case of carbon-based materials [12]. The basic energy quantum of
lattice vibration are phonons, which can be treated as both waves and par-
ticles. Thermal properties of nanoscopic systems can be very different from
conventional bulk materials since size effects appear when the dimensions
of the system are comparable to or smaller than the phonon characteristic
lengths. The most important characteristic length of heat conduction is the
phonon mean free path (mfp), which is the average distance that phonons
travel before being scattered by other phonons, defects or other obstacles.
Experimental works have found a phonon mfp of approximately 100 nm at
room temperature for SiO2-supported graphene and 3 to 8 times higher in
freely suspended graphene [11, 62].
Significant progress has been made in understanding heat transfer in
nanostructures, such as nanowires [63], superlattices [64, 65] and nanocom-
posites [66, 67]. In these nanostructures, interfaces and boundaries strongly
degrade the thermal transport. For example, phonon-boundary scattering is
1In the most general case of an anisotropic material, the thermal conductivity would be a
tensor.
2The terms lattice contribution κlat and phonon contribution κph will be equally used
throughout this thesis. κlat (κph) will be preferably employed when using semi-classical
(quantum) approaches.
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thought to be responsible for the decrease of κ in silicon nanowires by more
than two orders of magnitude with respect to the bulk value [63]. On the other
hand, theoretical studies on low dimensional crystals have revealed exotic
behavior that leads to infinitely large values of κ [68]. Indeed, an anomalous
large κ has been experimentally observed in graphene [10, 11].
Graphene based materials, with the strong sp2 covalent bonding and the
relatively low mass of carbon atoms, occupy a unique place in terms of their
exceptional thermal properties [12, 69]. The first measurements on graphene
revealed a value of κ in the range of 2000−5500 W/mK at room tempera-
ture [10, 11], well above the bulk graphite limit and even higher than other
carbon allotropes. In addition, many geometrical constraints and physical
factors can be used to modify the thermal transport. For example, increas-
ing the thickness as in few-layer graphene [70, 71], limiting the graphene
lateral sizes as in GNRs or changing the termination from zigzag to arm-
chair [62, 72, 73] can significantly lower κ. Some studies have demonstrated
that κ in graphene flakes and GNRs increases with length up to micrometer
sizes and then converges to the graphene value [74–76]. Rough edges [77–80],
patterning [81–84], or the insertion of bends, corners and other obstacles
in the phonon paths [85–87], are promising strategies to strongly reduce κ
in GNRs, especially for narrow ribbon widths, indicating the relevance of
boundary scattering of phonons. Defects [88–90], edge passivation [91, 92],
and isotope effects [91, 93, 94] can also significantly degrade the thermal
transport. Furthermore, mechanical strain [95–97] and the coupling with sub-
strates [98] and other two dimensional materials [99, 100] arise as alternative
approaches to alter κ. In this context, an enhancement of κ of up to 36% for
strained GNRs was found [96].
Due to the simple crystal structure of graphene and the increased com-
putational power, atomistic simulations emerge as the tool of choice for un-
derstanding phonon transport in this material. These methods are based on
modelling the lattice vibrations either in real space or reciprocal space. In the
real space approach, we find molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which use
the classical trajectories of the atoms to obtain the thermal conductivity. An
outline of the MD method, which will be used in Chapter 6, can be found in Ap-
pendix C. The reciprocal space approach, based on a quantum mechanics point
of view, consists of the decomposition of the lattice vibration in phonons, which
7
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are characterized by a certain frequency ω. Then, the thermal conductivity can
be obtained using kinetic theory such as the Boltzmann transport equation.
Green’s function techniques are also very useful at low temperatures, when
elastic scattering is dominant and the phonon transport is ballistic or semibal-
listic. This approach in combination with density-functional tight-binding
(DFTB) simulations will be used in Chapter 7.
1.3 Thermoelectricity
The conversion of heat into electric energy is expected to play a crucial role
in the development of sustainable energy technologies capable of reducing
greenhouse emissions and the dependence on fossil fuels [101, 102]. In this
context, thermoelectric materials arise as the ideal candidates to perform this
task. On one hand, these materials can convert heat emanating from a hot
source such as the Sun, engines, boilers, or even the human body directly into
electricity. On the other hand, electricity can also drive a thermoelectric device
to work as a spot-size refrigerator without moving parts or greenhouse gases
emissions. However, despite the plethora of applications with important impli-
cations for the society that have been envisioned, the usage of thermoelectric
technology is currently limited by the small efficiency [103].
Thermoelectric phenomena have been well known since the 19th century.
It was in the early 1800s when Seebeck first observed that when two dissimilar
materials are joined together with junctions at different temperatures T and
T+∆T, a voltage difference ∆V proportional to the temperature difference
is created. The ratio of the voltage developed to the temperature gradient is
related to an intrinsic property of the materials called the Seebeck coefficient
or thermopower S [104]
(1.3) S = ∆V
∆T
.
A few years later, a related effect was discovered by Peltier. He found that
when an electric current is passed through the junction, a small heating or
cooling effect is produced, depending on the direction of the current. It was
soon realized that in order for these processes to be efficient, the Seebeck
coefficient and the electric conductivity σ would need to be high and, at the
same time, the thermal conductivity κ would need to be reduced. Otherwise,
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electron scattering would generate heat along the system and the temperature
difference that must be maintained between the cold and hot sides would
produce a large heat backflow. All these requirements are reflected in the
thermoelectric figure of merit ZT, which is the parameter generally used to
assess the thermoelectric efficiency of a system [104]
(1.4) ZT = σS
2T
κ
,
where σS2 is sometimes called power factor. Unfortunately, at that time, there
were no materials in which the combination of properties was good enough
to achieve reasonable efficiencies. The main problem lies in the fact that
optimization of these three parameters is compromised because all of them
are affected by the electronic properties of the material: electrons conduct heat
as well as electric current, and the Seebeck effect decreases as the electrical
conductivity increases. It was only in 1950s when the first applications were
developed following the works of Goldsmid and Ioffe with the introduction
of thermoelectric materials based on heavily doped semiconductors such as
tellurides of antimony, bismuth and lead [105, 106]. These advances led to
some applications such as solid-state cooling for infrared sensors or power
generation for space applications. Nevertheless, with efficiencies too low for
thermoelectric technology to be truly competitive and no better materials
having emerged by the end of the 1960s, the belief that ZT might be limited to
unity arose in the thermoelectric community. Despite the lack of a theoretical
reason, this value was a practical upper limit for more than three decades.
In the early 1990s Dresselhaus and Hicks suggested a new approach: to
use quantum mechanics and low dimensionality to design high efficiency
thermoelectric materials [107, 108]. These predictions were followed by sev-
eral experiments that proved that thermoelectric properties are strongly
enhanced at the nanoscale [109–113]. In particular, experiments performed
on bismuth nanowire composites demonstrated that the thermopower was
increased by a factor of 104 as compared with that of bulk bismuth due to size
quantization effects [110]. Similarly, it was found ZT = 1.6 in a quantum dot
superlattice [111] and ZT = 2.4 was reported in thin-film supperlattices at
room temperature [109].
Low dimensionality and size quantization can improve the thermoelectric
performance in two possible ways. On the one hand, reducing the lattice
9
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thermal conductivity κph by increasing phonon scattering is a promising
strategy. This is especially relevant for materials with low electron density,
such as semiconductors and insulators, since thermal transport is dominated
by phonons. In the previous section, we already mentioned that interfaces
and boundaries can strongly degrade thermal transport in nanostructures.
Other examples of systems that show a strong phonon scattering are tai-
lored crystal structures [114], quantum-dot superlattices [115] or nanopore
arrays [116]. On the other hand, the electronic structure can be engineered so
that high power factors are obtained. In this regard, Heremans et al. found an
experimental increase of the thermoelectric efficiency in PbTe by a distortion
of the electronic density of states [117]. Also, theoretical works found the
thermopower could be improved by the increase in the density of states in
molecular junctions [118], or by opening a gap in the quasiparticle spectrum
of graphene [119]. This enhancement of the thermoelectric properties had
been already predicted two decades ago by Mahan and Sofo [120], who pointed
out that systems in which there is a local increase in the electronic density
of states over a narrow energy range, i.e. systems whose energy-dependent
electron transmission is a delta function, would maximize ZT. Although such
an ideal system is not interesting for applications since the power output
becomes exceedingly small and even minute perturbations would lead to a
low ZT [121], these ideas pave the way to tailor the electron transmission in
order to obtain sharper profiles that enhance the thermoelectric response of a
system. In this context, a promising approach is to use quantum interference
effects. These phenomena have already proved to play a role in the thermoelec-
tric efficiency of single-molecule heterojunctions [122] and zero-dimensional
systems [121]. In particular, quantum effects giving rise to sharp resonances
such as Fano lineshapes were predicted to have an impact on the thermo-
electric efficiency of quantum dot systems [61, 123–125], single-molecule
devices [126], nanoscale junctions [127, 128], and DNA-like systems [129].
Their impact on graphene nanorings will be explored in Chapter 5.
Graphene is a paradigmatic example of a two-dimensional material whose
thermoelectric performance can be significantly improved after nanostruc-
turing or functionalization. As we know from the previous section, its lattice
thermal conductivity can be greatly reduced by several mechanisms, rang-
ing from patterning and rough edges to hydrogen-passivation and isotope
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engineering [77–94]. Additionally, the extremely long mean free path and
coherence length of charge carriers in this material [21, 22], make graphene
an ideal candidate to exploit quantum interference phenomena in order to en-
hance the thermopower. The combination of these two approaches in graphene
nanorings, namely, reducing κ by purely geometrical effects and, at the same
time, enhancing the electronic transport by quantum interference, will be
addressed in Chapter 7.
1.4 Objectives and Outline
In this thesis, several graphene nanostructures with potential to be used
as building blocks for nanodevices are analyzed. The focus is set on GNCs,
twisted GNRs and nanorings. A TB approach has been employed to model
electronic properties. Also, in Appendix A an outline of the numerical method
based on the quantum transmitting boundary method (QTBM) and transfer
matrix method (TMM) that is used to calculate the electron transmission
coefficient through the structures is presented. In order to analyze thermal
transport, two different approaches have been employed. At low temperatures
the DFTB method in combination with Green’s functions techniques was used,
whereas MD simulations were the tool of choice for higher temperatures. An
outline of the DFTB and the MD methods are presented in Appendix B and
Appendix C, respectively. A summary of the objectives for each chapter is
listed below:
• In Chapter 2, the impact of several factors on the electronic transport
and the conductance quantization in GNCs are discussed.
• In Chapter 3, the possibility of controlling electron transport and engi-
neering the current-voltage characteristics in twisted GNRs by means
of a transverse electric field is explored.
• In Chapter 4, the spin polarization in devices based on symmetric and
asymmetric graphene nanoring and a ferromagnetic insulator is studied.
• In Chapter 5, the thermoelectric efficiency of symmetric and asymmetric
graphene nanorings in the absence of phonon contribution is addressed.
11
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• In Chapter 6, the thermal conductivity of the aforementioned graphene
rings is calculated in the high temperature regime.
• In Chapter 7, thermal transport in the low temperature regime, where
quantum effects come into play, is analyzed. Also, the complete thermo-
electric response of graphene rings is obtained.
Finally, in Chapter 8 the main results and conclusions are summarized.
New research lines motivated by and derived from the present work will be
commented as well.
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Conductance Quantization in
Graphene Nanoconstrictions
2.1 Introduction
Graphene stands out as one of the most intriguing two-dimensional materials
in which the possibility of achieving a fully-tunable electronic confinement
was pursued from its discovery [130]. Furthermore, graphene has proved to
be an ideal system to study electronic phenomena in the coherent regime
due to the extremely long mean free path and coherence length of charge
carriers in this material [21]. In particular, GNRs were found to behave as
single-channel room-temperature ballistic electrical conductors on a length
scale greater than ten microns [22].
Conductance quantization in integer multiples of the fundamental quan-
tum 2e2/h is one of the hallmarks of ballistic quantum transport. This phe-
nomenon can be explained in terms of the Landauer theory of transport [23]
and it was first observed three decades ago with the discovery of a sequence of
steps in the conductance of a semiconductor quantum point contact (QPC) [131,
132]. Semiconductor QPCs are basic elements of quantum transport circuitry
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that allow for the control of the number of conducting modes. In these devices,
the electron confinement is achieved by using electrostatic potentials that
control the width of the constriction. In the case of graphene, there are two in-
dependent ways of achieving quantized conductance, either using electrostatic
potential gates placed on top (underneath) the flake to confine the electrons
into a well defined area as in traditional QPCs [25, 27], or by physically tai-
loring the flake into a narrow constriction through a mechanical or chemical
etching definition [133–139]. The latter structures are commonly referred to
as GNCs and are envisioned as central building blocks in graphene-based
nanoelectronics [140]. These structures have recently attracted both theo-
retical [141–147] and experimental [133–139] interest. However, they have
turned into an arduous technological challenge because of the lack of control
in the edge-definition process and the presence of rough edges.
Both the gated graphene constrictions and the tailored GNCs, have yielded
some signs of conductance quantization in multiples of 2e2/h, and even in
multiples of 4e2/h in some cases [25–27, 133, 136, 138, 139]. Conductance
quantization in steps of 4e2/h is a sign of valley-symmetry conservation in ad-
dition to the spin degeneracy already included in the 2e2/h quantization [24].
The degeneracy of the valley degree of freedom has the potential to be exploited
in the novel field of valleytronics [148, 149], in which the valley can be used
in the same way as the electron spin is used in spintronics or quantum com-
puting. Valley-symmetry conservation requires the suppression of intervalley
scattering arising from the short-range scattering from disorder, atomically
sharp defects or edge irregularities, among others [150, 151]. Experimental
studies have reported conductance steps of 4e2/h in electrostatically induced
QPCs, both in graphene [25] and bilayer graphene [27]. Also, 4e2/h quantiza-
tion steps were recently reported in ultrashort physically etched constrictions
in bilayer graphene [26]. Confining the carriers in bilayer graphene is easier
due to the presence of an already existing gap. Also, shaping electrostratically
a constriction allows to make it narrower, thus diminishing the number of
channels responsible of electric conduction. However, tailored GNCs are more
challenging to fabricate and not clear traces of 4e2/h quantization have been
experimentally observed yet.
A deeper understanding on how the exact geometry of the GNC affects the
electron transport is needed to elucidate which conditions favour the appear-
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ance of conductance quantization and conservation of the valley-symmetry.
For this reason, in this chapter we perform a detailed analysis on how differ-
ent factors, such as the type of edge or the shape of the constriction, affect
the conductance in GNCs. Because one of the main experimental problems
is the presence of rough edges, we also address its effect on the electrical
conductance. In addition, we derive some scaling laws that allow us to extrap-
olate the results to much larger systems. Finally, our results are compared
with an experimental 200 nm-wide GNC fabricated by the Grupo de Nanotec-
nología at Universidad de Salamanca. Low edge roughness is achieved by
applying a novel cryo-etching technique, and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurements are employed to assess the actual profile of the sample edges,
that are subsequently used as input for numerical calculations, resulting
in an excellent agreement between the measured and calculated electrical
conductance.
2.2 System, Model and Methodology
A GNC consists of a GNR of width W and length L inserted between two wider
semi-infinite GNRs of width WL. Connecting the narrow and the wide ribbons
there is a tapered region at an angle α. The wider GNRs act also as device
leads. A schematic diagram of a typical GNC is depicted in Figure 2.1(a).
The electronic properties of graphene structures can be described by a
simple TB model of pi orbitals [15]. Using these orbitals as the basis set to
represent the wave function, the Hamiltonian that governs the dynamics of
the electron is given by
(2.1) H =∑
i
εi|i〉〈i|−
∑
〈i, j〉
ti j|i〉〈 j| ,
where εi represents the onsite energy at the ith atom, |i〉 the atomic orbital
in the same site, and ti j the hopping parameter between orbitals at sites i
and j. The onsite energy εi can depend on the position of the ith atom due to
different factors, such as the presence of a source-drain or a side-gate voltage,
impurities or the proximity of another material. Some of these effects will be
explored in the following chapters, but for now we will set εi = 0. In addition,
the hopping parameter is considered to be uniform ti j ≡ t = 2.8 eV [13]. In
the above equation only nearest-neighbors tunneling was considered. This
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FIGURE 2.1. (a) Schematics of a GNC. (b) Dispersion relation for the
different regions. Inside the wider leads, there is a higher density
of transverse modes than in the middle region.
approximation provides reliable results near the K and K ′ points of the
Brillouin zone [16].
Assuming that electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions in our
samples are negligible, electrons can be considered to be in the fully co-
herent regime, travelling ballistically through the system. Combining the
QTBM [152] and the TMM [153] adapted for graphene [33, 154] (see Ap-
pendix A for further details), the wave function |ψn〉 in the whole sample and
the transmission coefficient τn(E) for each mode n and for each energy E are
calculated. The modes, also known as channels or subbands, arise from the
lateral confinement at the leads [23]. At very low temperature, the electrical
conductance G is directly proportional to the transmission coefficient
(2.2) G = 2e
2
h
∑
n
τn(E) .
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2.3 Single Nanoconstriction
In this section we perform a detailed analysis of the influence of the edge
orientation and the nanoconstriction shape on the electrical conductance of a
single GNC as the one depicted in Figure 2.1(a). In the following we assume
W = L= 10 nm, WL = 10W , and α= 45◦, unless otherwise specified.
2.3.1 Impact of Edge Orientation
In graphene, the lattice orientation can give rise to two types of edges, namely,
zigzag and armchair. Within the single-orbital TB model, ideal GNRs with
zigzag edges (zGNRs) are metallic, while those with armchair edges (aGNRs)
are either metallic or semiconducting, depending on the ribbon width. The
width can be specified by the number of dimer lines N across the ribbon.
Families with N = 3p and N = 3p+1 (p being a non-negative integer) have a
semiconductor-type spectra with wide gap (scaling inversely proportional to
the nanoribbon width), while the family with N = 3p+2 is metallic [17, 18].
The electrical conductance curves for a zGNR and the three families of aGNRs,
all of them with W ' 10 nm, are plotted in Figure 2.2(a) (dotted lines). As
it is expected, the conductance is quantized in abrupt steps [24, 144]. This
stepwise profile is associated with the increase in the number of bands or
transverse modes crossing the Fermi energy [see Figure 2.1(b)]. By using the
Dirac equation, Tworzydło et al. found that the conductance quantum in GNRs
is 4e2/h, with the factor 4 accounting for both spin and valley degeneracy.
The only exception would be the lowest mode, in which the valley degeneracy
is broken [24]. However, more accurate numerical calculations using a TB
model showed the valley degeneracy is only approximate, at least for armchair
GNRs [24]. This is in agreement with the results shown in Figure 2.2(a), in
which we observe the conductance is quantized in steps of 2e2/h for all the
aGNRs, and in steps of 4e2/h for the zGNR.
On the contrary, size quantization is smoothed out in the case of GNCs,
as it is demonstrated in Figure 2.2(a) for GNCs (solid lines) with the same
width W in the narrow region as the previous GNRs (dotted lines). We ob-
serve the quantization plateaus are smeared out and evenly spaced modu-
lations (kinks) appear. This can be explained in terms of reflection at the
leads. For a fixed Fermi energy, the number of transverse modes in the leads
17
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FIGURE 2.2. (a) Electrical conductance for GNRs (dotted lines) of
width W and GNCs (solid lines) with zigzag and the three families
of armchair edges. The dimensions are W = L' 10 nm, WL = 10W
and α= 45◦. The curves are shifted upwards by 2e2/h for better
visualization. (b) Electrical conductance at low energies for the
armchair GNC with 3p+1. The steps represent the conductance
for ribbons of widths corresponding to the narrow (W) and wide
(WL) ribbons that form the GNC. (c) Square modulus of the wave
functions for the three subbands at the energy marked in (b).
is larger than in the narrower GNR region [see Figure 2.1(b)]. The mismatch
between the wave functions in these regions can lead to backscattering and
a lower transmission. We find that the electron backscattering in the zigzag
case is much weaker than in the armchair one, leading to more pronounced
conductance plateaus, close to those of the ideal uniform zGNR. Some au-
thors attribute this difference to the current densities being much lower
near zigzag edges [144]. According to these findings, conductance quantiza-
tion, and in particular 4e2/h steps and valley-symmetry conservation, would
be more easily spotted in zigzag-edged GNCs. However, since the current
etching techniques does not allow for a precise control on the edge type in
fabricated graphene nanostructures, understanding which factors favour the
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observation of conductance quantization also in less favourable edged GNCs is
crucial. For this reason, in the following we will restrict our study to armchair
GNCs.
Notice also the appearance, in some cases, of a sharp peak at low energies.
This kind of resonances are also found in graphene junctions and some authors
associate them with localized states at the zigzag edges [155]. We observe they
can even arise for energies lying within the band gap of the narrow ribbon.
This is observed at E = 26 meV in the top curve of Figure 2.2(a), corresponding
to the 3p+1 aGNC. In this case, the sharp resonance appears at an energy that
lies in the band gap of the narrow ribbon. However, at E = 26 meV there are
already three subbands corresponding to the wider ribbon [see Figure 2.2(b)].
To better understand this phenomenon, in Figure 2.2(c) we plot the square
modulus of the wave function |Ψ|2 for each subband. We observe that for
two of the subbands the wave function is reflected in the leads, whereas for
the remaining one, the wave function is strongly localized in the constriction
region, especially at the corners where both armchair and zigzag edges coexist.
This ultimately results in resonant transmission.
2.3.2 Extrapolation to Larger Systems
As the constriction becomes wider, the number of transverse modes for a given
energy increases and so does the conductance. But interestingly, provided that
we keep within the same armchair family, the features are essentially the
same when G is plotted against the dimensionless magnitude WkF , where W
is the width of the constriction and kF the Fermi wave number. This is shown
in Figure 2.3(a), where we consider GNCs of several widths W while the ratio
between the different geometric parameters (α= 45◦, L=W and WL = 10W)
is kept fixed. For W = 1.5 nm, we observe the conductance clearly differs from
the curves for larger systems. However, as the system becomes larger, the
conductance curves are more similar. Even for W = 3 nm the resemblance with
systems 10 times larger is significant at low energies. This finding has an
important consequence: We can extrapolate results to much larger systems
as the ones fabricated experimentally and otherwise computationally very
expensive (or even impossible) to simulate. Looking to further optimize the
simulations, in Figure 2.3(b) we see the width of the leads WL can be decreased
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FIGURE 2.3. (a) Electrical conductance for GNCs with several widths
W, while keeping WL = 10W, L =W and α = 45◦. (b) Electrical
conductance for GNCs with several WL, while keeping W = L =
10 nm and α= 45◦. The curves are shifted upwards by 2e2/h for
better visualization.
(while keeping α= 45◦ and W = 10 nm) until approximately WL = 2W without
significantly affecting the results.
2.3.3 Role of the Nanoconstriction Shape
To better understand the electronic transport in these structures, now we
analyze how the exact shape of the constriction affects the conductance. The
focus is set on three different aspects, namely, the constriction length L, the
angle α of the tapered region, and the roundness of the constriction corners.
We start studying the effect of the length by increasing L from 0 to 10W [see
Figure 2.4(a)]. We observe that the traces of conductance quantization in
steps slightly lower than 4e2/h are clearly visible for L <W. As L becomes
larger, the quantization steps are blurred because of the increasing number of
kinks that emerge in the conductance. These peaks can be attributed to Fabry-
Pérot-like oscillations due to multiple reflections at the leads [147]. Regarding
the angle dependence, in Figure 2.4(b) we plot the conductance for different
slopes of the constriction. Note that only for three cases (α= 30◦,60◦,90◦) the
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FIGURE 2.4. Electrical conductance for GNCs with widths W = 10 nm
and WL = 10W. (a) Results for α = 45◦ and varying lengths L
specified in the plot. (b) Results for L =W and varying α. The
gray steps represent the conductance for a ribbon of the same
width (W = 10 nm). The curves are shifted upwards by 2e2/h for
better visualization. (c) Schematic diagram of the edge orientation
for each α considered in (b).
edge orientation is purely zigzag or armchair in the tapered region, while
any other case will mix both type of edges [see Figure 2.4(c)]. For α = 60◦
the armchair orientation is preserved along the whole constriction, including
the ribbons and the tapered region. This results in a smaller band gap. This
angle also divides two regimes, one with a narrower band gap for higher
angles, and another with a wider band gap for lower angles. Additionally,
limiting cases, α= 90◦ and α= 15◦, allow to better discern the quantization,
although the peaks that partially mask the plateaus are still present. Besides
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FIGURE 2.5. (a) Electrical conductance for a sharp GNC and some
rounded GNCs. The degree of roundness increases downwards,
being the sharp one at the top and the circular one at the bottom.
The gray steps represent the conductance for a ribbon of the same
width (W = 10 nm). The curves are shifted upwards by 2e2/h for
better visualization. (b) Schematics for some of these GNCs.
that, no remarkable features are observed, and we conclude that the angle of
the constriction does not play a major role in the appearance of well-defined
conductance quantization.
So far we have considered constrictions with different sizes and angles,
but in all cases the corners were sharp [see Figure 2.5(b)]. We now focus on
how the electronic transport is influenced by increasingly rounded corners.
Figure 2.5(a) shows the electrical conductance for GNCs ranging from sharp
corners to a fully circular profile. We observe that when the corners are slightly
rounded the conductance mostly resembles that of the sharp (not rounded)
case. As the degree of roundness increases, however, the whole conductance
shifts towards higher energies and the kinks begin to smooth out until they
disappear for the circular constriction. This indicates the backscattering at
the junctions between regions of different width is fully suppressed and a very
clear 4e2/h quantization with very pronounced steps arises.
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Therefore, two main strategies can be used to obtain a 4e2/h conductance
quantization, namely, reducing the length of the GNC in such a way that
L<W or making a more rounded constriction so that the transition between
the narrow central ribbon and the tappered region is softened. Both strategies
aim to suppress the backscattering at the interfaces. Because the 4e2/h steps
are an indicative of valley-symmetry conservation [24], these findings suggest
that backscattering at the junctions between regions of different width to be
the main mechanism of valley-symmetry breaking in GNCs in the absence of
disorder and defects.
2.4 Rough Edges
To date, atomic size fluctuations, especially at the edges, are unavoidable in
real samples. Several types of imperfections can be found in graphene struc-
tures, including lattice vacancies, impurity atoms, cluster defects, adsorbates,
and edge defects [156]. Since lithographically defined GNCs exhibit rather
rough edges, in this section we focus on the effects of roughness on the elec-
trical conductance. We define the edge roughness by using two parameters,
namely, d and a [see Figure 2.6(b) for schematics]. By adjusting both, a great
variety of roughness can be modeled: increasing a produces softer profiles,
while increasing d yields a deeper edge roughness. The profile is created by
placing L/a points at d/2 below or above the straight edges of the perfect
constriction. Then these points are joined but in a "noisy" way rather than
with straight lines [see Figure 2.6(b)]. Because of this randomness, for each
pair of fixed d and a, several realizations of disorder can be created.
First we analyze the conductance for GNCs with W = L= 10 nm and α=
45◦ when a= L/5= 2 nm and different values of d are considered. Figure 2.6(a)
shows the conductance for typical configurations. We observe that even for
the smallest value of d the conductance is significantly degraded. This result
reflects the fact that electronic transport in graphene is very sensitive to
the edge disorder and even minute alterations have a significant effect in
the conductance [19, 20]. As the roughness parameter d becomes larger the
conductance is more degraded. However, two interesting facts can be noticed,
especially when d is small. First, the conductance seems to be more robust at
low energies. Second, the main features of the unaltered conductance (kinks
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FIGURE 2.6. (a) Electrical conductance for GNCs with unaltered edges
(shadowed curve) and several degrees of edge disorder. The di-
mensions of the systems are W = L= 10 nm and α= 45◦. For the
disorder, a= 2 nm and the values of d are indicated in the plot.
(b) Schematics for our edge disorder definition. (c) Normalized
conductance slope m as a function of d for several values of a (in-
dicated in the plot). m0 is the conductance slope for GNC without
edge disorder. For each pair of d and a the slope is averaged over
10 configurations.
or steps, depending on the specific geometry) can still be spotted for the
weakest roughness, indicating that some signs of conductance quantization
are still present. However, because the slope of the curve decreases when edge
roughness is introduced, the quantization step will be reduced as compared
to the conductance of the unaltered GNC. Precisely, the slope of the linear fit
to the curve, m, provide us a way to account for the decrease of the electrical
conductance. Figure 2.6(c) shows the average slope (over 10 realization) for
a wide range of the roughness parameters d and a. As expected, we can
see the slope is reduced as d grows larger, regardless of the value of a. The
only exception occurs at d = 0.5 nm, where a sudden drop takes place for all
the values of a except for the smallest one. We observed a similar behavior
in GNCs of different sizes (not shown here), which might be indicative of
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some kind of interference effects due to the commensurability between the
roughness parameter a and the electron wavelength. Also, the conductance
is more affected for smaller values of a, i.e. when the edge contour is more
abrupt.
2.4.1 Extrapolation to Larger Systems
Because edge roughness has a great impact on electron transport and is one of
the main hurdles to experimentally achieve a clear conductance quantization
in GNCs, understanding how it affects electron transport in experimentally
feasible sized structures is of great interest. However, in the best case, these
systems contain several million of atoms, being computationally very expen-
sive or even impossible to simulate. For this reason, finding effective ways to
extrapolate results from smaller systems is crucial. In the previous section, we
found that the extrapolation could be done by keeping fixed the ratio among
the geometric parameters of the system and plotting the conductance against
WkF . This approach was valid for GNCs with W ≥ 5 nm and perfect edges.
However, when rough edges are considered, the extrapolation cannot be done
in such a straightforward way. Also, since peaks and other features in the
conductance strongly depend on the specific placement of the atoms along the
edges and are hardly reproducible, we focus on the slope m of the conductance
instead.
To elucidate which is the most effective way to extrapolate the results, we
test three different strategies: i) roughness that proportionally scales with
the system size (a and d scale), ii) roughness that does not scale, and iii) a
mixed approach that combines both previous strategies (only a scales). In
the following we keep W = L, WL = 3W and α= 45◦. The results for scaled a
and d are plotted in Figures 2.7(a) and (b). We observe that for both abrupt
[Figure 2.7(a)] and soft edge disorder [Figure 2.7(b)], the largest value of d/W
presents a small variation of m over W . A slow decrease as the system grows
can be noticed though, indicating that the conductance is more degraded
when d grows, even though W grows as well. As the ratio d/W decreases, the
oscillations in the slope are more noticeable and, therefore, the extrapolation
is less reliable. Most importantly, by using this approach we cannot estimate
the conductance for large constrictions with very small edge disorder. Notice
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FIGURE 2.7. Normalized conductance slope m as a function of the
constriction width W for several values of d and a (indicated in
the plot). m0 is the conductance slope for a GNC without edge
disorder. For each pair of d and a the slope is averaged over 10
configurations. In all cases W = L, WL = 3W and α= 45◦.
that to extrapolate results for a GNC with W = 250 nm and d = 0.5 nm by
using a smaller GNC with W = 50 nm, it would require d = 0.1 nm, which is
not possible since the C–C distance in graphene is 0.142 nm. In Figures 2.7(c)
and (d) we plot the results for the non-scaling approach. Because neither a
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nor b scales, as the GNC size increases, both the relative parameters d/W and
a/L are smaller. We observe that for wider enough GNCs (W & 70 nm) and
moderate to large disorder depth [d = 3 nm and d = 10 nm in Figures 2.7(c)
and (d)], the results vary within a small range of values, although it is not
clear if they converge, at least for the range of W considered here. However,
for the smallest value of d, the slope increases with W, especially for larger
a [see Figure 2.7(d)]. This behavior indicates the GNC is less affected by the
disorder as the overall size of the constriction increases, and for this reason,
the non-scaling approach does not provide good results. On the contrary, the
mixed approach, which combines a scaled a and a no-scaled d, turns out to
be the most effective strategy. In Figures 2.7(e) and (f) we observe that even
for d = 0.5 nm an almost constant value is reached for both of the values of
a/L considered. Notice also that as d increases, wider ribbons are needed to
reach the convergence, but as a general rule we can safely consider 100 nm-
wide GNCs to be large enough to extrapolate results to much larger systems.
The validity of this approach will be tested in Section 2.6 by comparing with
experimental measurements.
2.5 Multiple Nanoconstrictions
In this section we consider the electrical conductance of graphene ribbons
with more than one constriction. A critical parameter that did not exist in the
case of the single GNC is the separation among constrictions D. To analyze its
effect, we start with the simplest case, namely the double GNC (see Figure 2.8
for schematics). Similar to the case of the single GNC, we keep W = L= 10 nm
and WL = 10W . Because the angle of α= 45◦ makes the constrictions to be 9W
apart, and in Section 2.3 we demonstrated that α does not play a major role
in the conductance quantization, we vary the distance D by just adjusting
the angle α. Notice that a larger angle implies a shorter distance between
constrictions. In Figure 2.9(a) we observe that for D > 2.5W the conductance
is greatly degraded and the slope is much lower than in the case of the
single constriction studied in previous sections (take as a reference the gray
steps corresponding to the conductance of an ideal GNR). Although some
features of conductance quantization are still present, the overall conductance
is quite noisy, resembling the conductance of highly disordered ribbons. A
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FIGURE 2.8. Schematics of a double GNC (n= 2).
FIGURE 2.9. (a) Electrical conductance for double GNCs with
W = 10 nm, WL = 10W, L=W and varying D (and α). The gray
steps represent the conductance for a ribbon of the same width.
The curves are shifted upwards by 2e2/h for better visualiza-
tion. (b) Electrical conductance for GNCs with varying number of
constrictions (n). All the parameters as in (a) and, additionally,
D = 1.2W (α= 82.5◦).
dramatic change occurs when the distance D is sufficiently small (D < 2.5W).
In this case, well defined peaks (resonances) appear in the conductance. As the
distance D decreases this behavior is more pronounced. In Figure 2.9(b), we
also analyze the conductance when D = 1.2W and the number of constrictions
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n is increased. Although adding more constrictions degrades the overall
conductance, we observe the peaks or resonances are still clearly noticeable
even for n= 10.
2.6 Experimental Results
Finally, according to our proposal and design, graphene-based single nanocon-
strictions were fabricated by Grupo de Nanotecnología at Universidad de
Salamanca [157]. First, graphene was encapsulated between thin layers of
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). Then, the constrictions were defined on the
hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructure by means of an innovative implemen-
tation of the cryo-etching method, which allows for an unprecedented con-
trol of the structure edges. Additionally, due to the use of lattice-matched
hBN layers a high electron mobility was obtained in the GNCs, typically
µ' 150000 cm2/Vs at room temperature.
Figure 2.10(a) shows a tilted scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
the GNC, in which the sandwiched structure (hBN/graphene/hBN) is colored
in sky blue. The lateral width is W ' 206 nm and the length is L' 200 nm. In
order to get a quantitative analysis of the edge roughness, AFM measurements
were performed on the fabricated GNC by Grupo de Física de Nanomateriales
Electrónicos at Universidad Complutense de Madrid. Figure 2.10(b) displays
the AFM image of the whole GNC. The edge and the corresponding contour
profile within the square marked in panel (a) are shown in Figure 2.10(c). The
AFM images reveal an excellent definition and smooth edges. The average
edge roughness can be estimated from the AFM image, obtaining a value
around 2 nm. Also, the roughness parameter d as defined in Section 2.4 is
found to be close to 4 nm [see Figure 2.10(c)]. These measures are the first
quantitative estimation of the roughness in encapsulated GNCs.
Thanks to the accurate profile obtained with AFM measurements, we
are able to account for the real edge roughness in our simulations. Because
the size of the experimental system is too large to be simulated, we use the
extrapolation approach developed in Section 2.4. By using this approach and
the edge roughness extracted from the AFM profile, first, we check if the
results are independent of the width W. In Figure 2.11(a) we observe the
conductance slope is practically the same for the W = 100 nm and W = 140 nm
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FIGURE 2.10. (a) Tilted SEM micrograph of an encapsulated GNC
with lateral width W ' 206 nm and length L ' 200 nm. The
hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructure is colored in sky blue, the
SiO2 substrate in violet and the contacts in yellow gold. (a) AFM
image of the same GNC. (b) Contour plot taken from the square
highlighted in panel (b), where the dashed lines indicate the
values used to estimate the edge roughness.
GNCs, indicating that the extrapolation is reliable for much larger systems.
Indeed, Figure 2.11(b) shows an excellent agreement between the slope of
the simulated conductance (dashed line) and the experimental one measured
at T = 3.1 K (solid line). This result has important implications. First, it
indicates that the transport in the experimental GNC is almost truly ballistic
due to the high mobility and the smooth edges obtained by the novel use
of the cryo-etching procedure on the hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructures.
Additionally, it demonstrates the effectiveness of the extrapolation approach
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FIGURE 2.11. (a) Conductance for GNCs using the extrapolation ap-
proach for AFM extracted edge roughness. Several widths W
indicated in the plot are considered. (b) Comparison of simulated
and experimental conductance of a GNC of width W = 206 nm
measured at T = 3.1 K. The simulated curve has been shifted
right by 5WkF to account for the residual doping of the exper-
imental GNC. The inset shows the position of the plateaus of
the experimental conductance separated by 2e2/h and matching
integer values from G = 10e2/h onwards.
developed in Section 2.4 for the case of rough edges. Furthermore, a closer
inspection of the experimental conductance G [see the inset in Figure 2.11(b)]
yields another remarkable finding: up to six plateaus are clearly observed in
steps of 2e2/h.
2.7 Conclusions
In summary, we have performed an extensive analysis of the influence of dif-
ferent factors on the electronic transport and the conductance quantization in
GNCs. We found that zGNRs present a conductance quantization in multiples
of 4e2/h as a fingerprint of valley-symmetry conservation [24]. For this reason,
the 4e2/h quantization should be more easily observed in zigzag GNCs. On the
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contrary, in aGNRs the valley degeneracy is only approximate, hence 2e2/h
quantization steps arise. However, we found that armchair GNCs can recover
the valley-symmetry conservation in some specific cases, namely for very short
constrictions lengths (L<W) and for rounded-shaped constrictions. The latter
approach proved to yield more pronounced 4e2/h plateaus. Both strategies
aim to suppress the backscattering at the interfaces, and thus this mechanism
could be the main responsible of valley-symmetry breaking in GNCs in the
absence of disorder and defects. The conductance of multiple GNCs was also
calculated, finding well defined resonances for very close constrictions. Since
edge roughness is one of the main obstacles to experimentally achieve a clear
conductance quantization, we also address its effects on GNCs. We found that
for small values of the roughness parameter d, signs of quantization can still
be spotted, although the conductance slope is reduced.
Finally, an effective approach was derived to extrapolate results to exper-
imentally feasible sized systems. The validity of this approach was demon-
strated by comparing with the conductance of an experimental GNC fabricated
by Grupo de Nanotecnología at Universidad de Salamanca [157]. The profile
of the sample edges was obtained by AFM measurements performed by Grupo
de Física de Nanomateriales Electrónicos at Universidad Complutense de
Madrid. The AFM profile was then employed to simulate the actual GNC,
finding an excellent agreement between the measured and calculated elec-
trical conductance. This result shows that the transport in the experimental
GNC is almost truly ballistic, as well as the effectiveness of the extrapola-
tion approach. In conclusion, the possibility of more accurate quantitative
predictions as well as more optimized constrictions according to our findings
might result in the observation of the elusive valley-symmetry conservation
in tailored single-layer GNCs
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Twisted Graphene Nanoribbons as
Non-Linear Electronic Devices
3.1 Introduction
Helical conformations are very common in nature and can be found at practi-
cally all length scales. They appear in a wide variety of systems, ranging from
biological objects and the structure of certain plants to astronomical phenom-
ena, such as spiral galaxies or plasma jets. Beyond naturally occurring helices,
artificial helical structures can be fabricated, also at micro- and nanoscopic
level [158]. Metal, semiconductor and dielectric helices [158], carbon-based
coils and springs [158, 159], or macromolecules such as the DNA [160, 161]
are examples of helical nanostructures that have been attracting consider-
able attention in recent years. The unique geometry of such systems can
give rise to peculiar properties, and may find advantageous applications in
optics [162, 163], magnetism [164], electromechanically coupled devices [165],
stretchable electronics [166], sensing [167], or spin selectivity [168–171], to
name a few. Additionally, it was found that helical structures subjected to a
transverse electric field can present superlattice-like properties [172, 173].
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In contrast to other carbon based materials, such as carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), GNRs are very flexible and stretchable objects that can be shaped
into helical or twisted conformations [38–41]. Simulations show that CNTs
are relatively stiff, remaining almost straight even at T = 700 K [174], while
the typical conformation of a narrow free-standing GNR is fully random at
that temperature. As temperature is lowered, energy minimization leads to
two possible shapes: a saddle-shape pattern or a twisted conformation. Edge
strain is thought to be responsible for this behavior [174]. In wider GNRs,
twists vanish while some warping at the edges remain [174–176]. Mechanical
deformations, and particularly twists, can also be induced and controlled in
graphene. Theoretical studies suggest that chemistry at the edges [177, 178] or
tilted grain boundaries [179] can be used to induce twisting while experiments
show that fabrication of twisted GNRs is indeed feasible, for example, by
means of CNTs [38–40] or by hydrogen doping of a GNR [41]. It has been
demonstrated that the twisted conformation affects the electronic [180–183],
electromechanical [184, 185], mechanical [186], magnetic [187], thermal [188,
189] and thermoelectric [190] response of the system. In addition, controlling
the physical properties of twisted GNRs by applying an external electric field
would be of great interest for nanoelectronic applications.
In this chapter we address the control of the electron transport in twisted
GNRs by using a transverse electric field. We start by analyzing the mechan-
ical deformation of twisted GNRs and the influence of the induced strain
on their electronic properties. To this end, we use the DFTB method [191],
demonstrating that the effects of strain on the electron transmission can be
neglected in relevant cases, and therefore a simpler TB model can be used.
Then, a transverse electric field is applied and the electron transport is stud-
ied by using using the QTBM [152] combined with the TMM [153] adapted
for graphene [33, 154]. The twisted conformation in combination with the
applied electric field induces a periodic potential for charge carriers along the
nanoribbon, resulting in a superlattice-like energy band structure. We show
that the current-voltage characteristics of the system can be controlled by the
field, allowing the system to operate as a field-effect transistor or as a tunnel
diode.
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FIGURE 3.1. Schematics of a 3–zGNR twisted four times, connected
to source and drain leads, and subjected to a transverse electric
field, Ez, applied along the z-axis. The map of the electrostatic
potential landscape induced by the field is shown below the device.
Red (blue) color represents higher (lower) potential.
3.2 System, Model, and Methodology
The system under study comprises a GNR of length L and width W, twisted
n times (each twist being by 180◦ around the longitudinal symmetry x-axis),
and connected to a pair of source and drain leads (see Figure 3.1 for schemat-
ics). The width of a GNR is commonly specified in terms of the number of
dimer lines, N, in the transverse direction. Hereafter we use the notation
N–aGNR and N–zGNR for GNRs with N dimer lines and armchair or zigzag
edges, respectively. The system is biased by the source-drain voltage VSD and
subjected to an homogeneous transverse electric field Ez which is applied
along the z-direction. The combination of the electric field and the twisted
conformation give rise to a periodic electrostatic potential in the ribbon as
it is shown schematically at the bottom of Figure 3.1, where red (blue) color
represents higher (lower) potential.
First, in order to analyze the structural relaxation of the system, we per-
form DFTB simulations as implemented in the DFTB+ software package [191].
The DFTB method is based on density-functional theory (DFT) but also uses
ideas of the semiempirical TB method (see Appendix B for further details),
hence the combination of accuracy and numerical efficiency. We have used the
Slater-Koster parameters obtained by Niehhaus et al. [192] for C and H atoms
and geometry optimization was performed by using the conjugate gradient
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method, until the absolute value of the interatomic forces was below 10−5
atomic units.
Once the structure is relaxed, we can obtain the carbon atom positions
and chemical bond lengths di j, which we use further in the calculations of
transmission spectra of the system. To this end, we use a TB Hamiltonian of
a single electron in the pi-orbitals of graphene within the nearest-neighbor
approximation
(3.1) H =∑
i
εi|i〉〈i|−
∑
i, j=i±1
ti j|i〉〈 j| ,
where εi is the site energy of the i-th carbon atom and ti j is the hopping
parameter between nearest-neighbor atoms i and j. To account for the effect
of the mechanical strain, we use the conventional dependence of the hopping
energy ti j on the bond length di j (see Reference [193])
(3.2) ti j = t0 e−β²i j , ²i j =
di j−a0
a0
,
where t0 = 2.8 eV is the hopping integral, a0 = 0.142 nm the equilibrium bond
length in unstrained graphene, ²i j is the strain between atoms i and j, and β
is a dimensionless parameter in the range 3−4 [193]. We use β= 4 to account
for the strongest possible dependence. The site energy is a position dependent
quantity, and in the presence of the source-drain bias VSD and the external
field Ez can be written as
(3.3) εi =−eE(r i) · r i ,
where e is the electron charge, r i is the position vector of the i-th atom in the
relaxed structure, and E(r i) is the full electric field at position i. However,
as we demonstrate in the next section, the effects related to the structural
relaxation can be neglected in the most relevant cases and the following
simple approximation can be used
(3.4) εi =−eVSD
( xi
L
)
− eEz yi sin
(pixi
λ
)
,
where xi and yi are the coordinates of the i-th carbon atom in a planar GNR,
while λ= L/n is the twist length.
Strictly speaking, the electric field should be corrected including the effect
of the polarization of the GNR. However, recent self-consistent calculations
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of the energy structure of GNRs subjected to a transverse electric field show
that the polarization effect is negligible up to field intensities on the order of
E = 0.1−0.2 V/Å [194]. Because this study is restricted to smaller magnitudes
of the electric field, the renormalization due to the GNR polarization can
be safely neglected. Finally, the leads are modelled in the standard way: as
semi-infinite planar GNRs with zero site energies.
Due to the large phase coherence length in graphene even at room temper-
ature [21, 22], we assume that electrons are in the fully coherent regime and
electron transport is ballistic. The QTBM [152], combined with the TMM [153]
adapted for graphene [33, 154] (see Appendix A for further details), is used
to compute wave functions and the transmission coefficient τ(E,Ez,VSD) as a
function of the electron energy. Then, the current-voltage characteristics are
obtained using the Landauer-Büttiker formalism [23]
(3.5) I = 2 e
h
∫
τ(E,Ez,VSD)
[
fL(E)− fR(E)
]
dE ,
where the Fermi functions of the left and right contacts are given by
fL(E)=
{
1+exp[(µ−E)/kBT)]}−1 ,
fR(E)=
{
1+exp[(µ− eVSD−E)/kBT)]}−1 .(3.6)
Here µ is the chemical potential at equilibrium, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
and e the is elementary charge. We assume that the chemical potential of both
contacts is set to the appropriate value by a back-gate voltage and then the
source-drain voltage is applied. All calculations are done for a temperature
of T = 4 K.
3.3 Structural Relaxation
Zigzag Edges
In a twisted GNR the chemical bonds between neighboring carbon atoms
become deformed and the interatomic distances are not uniform. Figure 3.2(a)
shows the strain distribution after the structural relaxation is performed by
DFTB calculations in 5 nm-long 3–zGNRs that have been twisted 1, 3, and 4
times. Additionally the extremes of the ribbon are kept fixed and the edges
are H-passivated. For convenience we introduce the dimensionless torsion
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FIGURE 3.2. Strain distribution in 5 nm-long twisted and relaxed
(a) 3–zGNRs, and (b) 5–zGNRs. The torsion coefficient W/λ and
the maximum value of the strain ²max is specified in the plot.
FIGURE 3.3. Maximum value of strain, ²max, as function of the torsion
coefficient, W/λ, for (a) 3–zGNRs having different lengths, and
(b) zGNRs with fixed length L= 20 nm and widths ranging from
0.5 nm to 1.8 nm. Solid lines are provided as a guide to the eye.
coefficient, W/λ = n (W/L), which combines all the geometrical parameters
defining a twisted ribbon and turns out to be a very useful characteristic of
the system, as we argue below. For the lowest considered value of the torsion
coefficient [upper image of Figure 3.2(a)] the strain at the edges is slightly
negative, indicating that the corresponding bonds are compressed. As the
number of twists increases, the edge bonds become stretched [see the two
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lower images in Figure 3.2(a)]. The latter can be understood as a purely "geo-
metrical" effect: If the ribbon width is kept roughly constant while it is twisted
more and more times, the total edge length grows, resulting in the increase
of each edge bond length. As the figure shows, in this case the maximum
strain is accumulated at the edges of the ribbon. As the torsion increases
further the strain becomes larger and eventually the edge bonds break. This
behavior is also observed in wider zigzag ribbons [see Figure 3.2(b)], the main
difference being the central part of the ribbon is less compressed than in
narrower ribbons.
Figure 3.3(a) shows the maximum value of the strain, ²max, as a function
of the torsion coefficient for 3–zGNRs of various lengths. Two regions can
be distinguished. At higher torsion, for W/λ& 0.25, shorter GNRs are less
strained than longer ones; these differences are probably related to finite size
effects, which is consistent with the fact that the curves tend to converge as
the length increases. Within this region, the maximum strain is accumulated
at the edges and grows monotonously with the torsion until it reaches a
critical value (²max ≈ 0.08), at which some edge bonds break. Contrary to that,
within the region of weak torsion (W/λ. 0.25) the edge bond deformation
is not significant and the maximum strain builds up at the central part
of the twisted GNR [see the top panel of Figure 3.2(a)]. Most importantly,
the maximum strain remains approximately constant (being on the order
of 0.02) and independent of the ribbon length and width, as it is shown in
Figure 3.3(b), where ²max is plotted as a function of the torsion coefficient for
zGNRs of widths up to 1.8 nm. Furthermore, although the narrowest zGNR
is less strained at higher torsion, as the ribbon width increases the results
converge rapidly, demonstrating that the torsion coefficient W/λ is a very
useful parameter to characterize twisted zigzag graphene ribbons.
Armchair Edges
Figure 3.4 shows the strain distribution in 4–aGNRs and 6–aGNRs. Similar
to the previous case, edges in aGNRs shorten for low values of the torsion
coefficient W /λ. As the torsion increases, the edges begin to stretch more and
more until they eventually break. The geometry of the armchair edges allow
now for a stronger deformation without breaking and higher values of strain
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FIGURE 3.4. Strain distribution in twisted and relaxed 4.4 nm-long
(a) 4–aGNRs and (b) 6–aGNRs. The torsion coefficient W/λ and
the maximum value of the strain ²max is specified in the plot.
FIGURE 3.5. Maximum value of strain, ²max, as function of the torsion
coefficient, W/λ, for (a) 4–aGNRs having different lengths, and
(b) aGNRs with fixed length L= 20 nm and widths ranging from
0.4 nm to 1 nm. Solid lines are provided as a guide to the eye.
²max can be obtained, as it is shown in Figure 3.5. Additionally, note that
aGNRs with small torsion coefficient not only are twisted, but also acquire a
saddle shape when undergo the relaxation process.
Figure 3.5(a) shows the maximum value of the strain, ²max, as a function of
the torsion coefficient for 4–aGNRs of various lengths. As we discussed in the
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previous section, finite size effects are thought to be responsible for the shorter
aGNRs to be less strained and for the convergence of the curves for longer
ribbons. Most importantly, an abrupt change is observed around ²max ≈ 0.05.
Below this point, relaxed ribbons have a lower torsion coefficient and present
saddle-shape features in addition to the twists. Above it, the twisted ribbons
become rather rigid with no saddle-shape characteristics and the central part
strongly stretched. As the torsion coefficient increases above ²max ≈ 0.05, the
maximum strain, which is located in the central part of the ribbon, increases
very slowly at first and then more strongly until some bonds finally break. As
shown in Figure 3.5(b), this peculiar behavior is only observed for 4-aGNRs,
which are the narrowest possible armchair ribbons. Because its narrowness,
in this case, the edge bonds that undergo the stronger strain are also located
at the central part. For wider aGNRs, the ²max–W/λ curves have no abrupt
change and resemble the ones obtained in the previous section for zigzag
ribbons, although now higher values of ²max are reached.
3.4 Electron Transmission
3.4.1 Impact of Structural Relaxation
Now we use the geometries obtained in the previous section to study the effects
of structural relaxation on the electron transmission properties of twisted
GNRs. To this end, we compare transmission probabilities obtained with and
without taking into account the structural relaxation. On the one hand, we use
the atom positions in a relaxed structure to calculate the hopping and site en-
ergies, defined by Equations (3.2) and (3.3), respectively, and construct a more
realistic Hamiltonian. On the other hand, we build the approximate Hamilto-
nian using the uniform hopping energy t0 (corresponding to unstrained bonds)
and the approximate site energies defined by Equation (3.4). Then, we use the
two Hamiltonians to compute transmission probabilities and compare them.
Figure 3.6 shows the comparison of transmission spectra for a zGNR (left
panels) and two aGNRs, one semiconducting (middle panels) and one metallic
(right panels), when a transverse electric field Ez = 25 mV/Å is applied (fields
on this order of magnitude are used later). In the case of zigzag edges, at higher
torsion [Figure 3.6(b)], the transmission spectrum is moderately distorted and
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FIGURE 3.6. Transmission coefficient calculated with and without
structural relaxation effects taken into account for a 20 nm-long
(a-b) 3–zGNRs, (c-d) 4–aGNRs, and (e-f) 6–aGNRs. In all cases
VSD = 0, Ez = 25 mV/Å, and two different values of W/λ are con-
sidered.
moves towards lower energies when relaxation effects are taken into account.
Contrary to that, for lower torsion coefficients (W /λ< 0.25), such changes are
almost negligible [see Figure 3.6(a)].
However, the armchair case seems to be very different. We found structural
relaxation have a greater impact on the electron transport of twisted aGNRs.
In particular, when relaxation is taken into account, the already existing
gap in semiconducting aGNRs broadens [see Figure 3.6(c) and (d)]. In the
metallic case [Figure 3.6(e) and (f)], a band gap is opened when W/λ& 0.25.
These results are consistent with previous works where it was found that the
band gap of armchair ribbons can be modulated by the twist angle [181, 182].
Because the simpler TB model with uniform hopping energies cannot account
for this effect, we conclude it is not suitable to study twisted GNRs with
armchair edges. On the contrary, the model provides very accurate results for
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FIGURE 3.7. Maps of the transmission coefficient as a function of
the energy and the transverse electric field Ez (at zero bias VSD)
for 20 nm-long 3–ZGNR with (a) n = 1, (b) n = 4, (c) n = 6 and
(d) n= 10.
zigzag GNRs when the torsion coefficient lies in the range W/λ< 0.25. Since
the TB model with the approximate Hamiltonian is more suitable and efficient
to perform a broad analysis of the conditions necessary to find intriguing and
promising phenomena, hereafter we only consider twisted GNRs with zigzag
edges and W /λ< 0.25.
3.4.2 Effect of a Transverse Electric Field
Next, we focus on the transmission coefficient at zero bias VSD and non-
zero transverse electric field Ez. The aim is to understand how different
parameters affect the electron transport and eventually find the most suitable
conditions for an efficient control of the electric current. Figure 3.7 shows
how varying the number of twists affects the transmission of a 20 nm-long
3–zGNR (W ' 0.5 nm). We observe that these ribbons are highly sensitive to
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FIGURE 3.8. Maps of the transmission coefficient as a function of the
energy and the transverse electric field Ez (at zero bias VSD) for
several GNRs with λ≈ 5 nm. (a) 3–zGNR 10 nm-long and twisted
2 times. (b) 3–zGNR 35 nm-long and twisted 7 times. (c) 5–zGNR
20 nm-long and twisted 4 times. (d) 9–zGNR 20 nm-long and
twisted 4 times.
the electric field, especially at low energies, and even a single twist (n = 1)
can open a band gap that is linearly-dependent on the electric field Ez [see
Figure 3.7(a)]. As n grows, additional lines of high (resonant) transmission
arise in the map [see Figure 3.7(b) and (c)]. Finally, if the number of twists
n is increased even further, a gap of zero transmission appears between two
regions of (almost) perfect transmission [see Fig.3.7(d)].
As a matter of fact, the parameter controlling the qualitative shape of the
transmission pattern is actually not the number of twists but rather the twist
length, defined as λ= L/n. To demonstrate this statement, in Figures 3.8(a)
and (b) we show the transmission spectra of 3–zGNRs having different lengths
and number of twists than in Figure 3.7(b) but the same value of the twist
length λ≈ 5 nm. We observe that in all cases the transmission patterns remain
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qualitatively the same, the main difference being the number of resonant
lines, which increases as n−1. In Figures 3.8(c) and (d), the transmission
spectra for a 5–zGNR and a 9–zGNR with λ≈ 5 nm and n= 4 [same values as
in Figure 3.7(b) for a 3–zGNR] are displayed. As the ribbon width increases,
the transmission pattern shrinks towards lower energies (note that the energy
range is always selected so that only one electron mode can propagate through
the system) and smaller values of the transverse electric field are needed to
affect the electron transport. Although the differences in the transmission
maps are now more pronounced, similar structures of n−1 resonant lines can
still be noticed. As we will demonstrate in next section, those structures are
the ones that give rise to interesting current-voltage characteristics. However,
since increasing the width while keeping λ fixed causes the torsion coefficient
W /λ to be larger, narrow zGNRs seems to be the most suitable structures for
applications.
3.5 Current-Voltage Characteristics
In this section, we study the current-voltage characteristics of a 20 nm-long
3–zGNR (with W ' 5 nm) twisted n= 4 times. As we argued in the previous
section, the dependence of the transmission spectra on the transverse electric
field Ez manifests very promising features in this case [see Figure 3.7(b)].
For current-voltage characteristics calculations we use Equation (3.5) with
the temperature T set to 4 K. The dependence of the current on the trans-
verse electric field, Ez, calculated for several fixed values of VSD is presented
in Figure 3.9. The figure shows that the electric current can be effectively
controlled by the external electric field, with the on/off ratio of such a field
effect transistor being as high as 1000. Provided that the working point is set
appropriately, similar behavior was observed for all of the twisted zGNRs we
considered, regardless of the dimensions and the number of twists (not shown
here).
The working point of our device is determined by the chemical potential
µ and the magnitude of the transverse electric field Ez. When these param-
eters are appropriately chosen, the current-voltage characteristics of some
twisted GNRs can become N–shaped and manifest a region of NDR (see Fig-
ure 3.11). This phenomenon is observed if the transmission spectrum has well
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FIGURE 3.9. Electric current, I, as a function of the transverse elec-
tric field, Ez, for different values of the bias VSD. The chemical
potential is set to µ = 20 meV and the zGNR geometry as in
Figure 3.7(b)
defined resonance peaks in the vicinity of the working point at VSD = 0 [see,
for example, the straight lines in Figure 3.7(b)]. Such resonances can then
shift and diminish as the source-drain voltage increases, as demonstrated in
Figure 3.10. The sharp resonance peaks of transmission at zero bias (solid
line) shift to higher energies and tend to disappear at larger bias (dashed and
dotted curves). The latter decrease in transmission through these resonances
at higher bias can give rise to a decrease in the total electric current, resulting
eventually in the NDR regime. Figure 3.11(a) demonstrates that for a fixed
magnitude of the transverse field Ez, the current-voltage curves are N-shaped
within a range of values of the chemical potential µ. On the other hand, if the
value of µ is fixed, there is a range of values of the transverse field Ez for which
the current-voltage characteristics exhibit a NDR region [see Figure 3.11(b)].
The peak-to-valley ratio in the NDR region can also change dramatically un-
der minute variations of the transverse electric field [it changes by an order of
magnitude in Figure 3.11(b)]. This fact demonstrates that the current-voltage
characteristics of twisted GNRs can be efficiently controlled by adjusting
the working point parameters (Ez and µ). Moreover, varying those, one can
engineer also current-voltage curves displaying more than one NDR regions
[see Figure 3.11(a)], making our proposal highly versatile for device design.
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FIGURE 3.10. Transmission coefficient for three different values of
VSD. The transverse electric field is Ez = 25 mV/Å and the zGNR
geometry as in Figure 3.7(b).
FIGURE 3.11. (a) Current-voltage characteristics obtained for differ-
ent values of the chemical potential µ for fixed Ez = 25 mV/Å.
(b) Current-voltage characteristics obtained for different values
of the transverse electric field Ez for fixed µ = 45 meV. From
bottom to top, peak-to-valley ratios are 14.6, 3.5 and 1.3 (the
system does not display NDR at the lower value of the electric
field Ez = 20.5 mV/Å). In all cases the zGNR geometry is as in
Figure 3.7(b).
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have studied the electronic transport properties of twisted
GNRs subjected to an external transverse electric field. By means of DFTB
calculations, we first analyzed the strain on neighboring carbon bonds for
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several relaxed twisted GNRs. We concluded that the effect of the induced
strain on the electron transmission spectrum is negligible for twisted zGNRs
with a torsion parameter below W /λ< 0.25 and, therefore, a simpler TB model
with uniform hopping energy is sufficient to analyze electron transport in
such systems. We found that the transmission coefficient for these ribbons
is highly sensitive to the transverse electric field. Thus, the source-drain
electric current can be effectively controlled by the field, allowing the twisted
ribbon to operate as an efficient field-effect transistor with the on/off ratio
on the order of 1000. We also demonstrated that if the working point is well-
chosen, that is, the chemical potential of the leads and the transverse electric
field are set to appropriate values, twisted zGNRs can manifest negative
differential resistance (NDR) and an N-type current–voltage characteristics.
These N-shaped current-voltage curves are analogous to those of tunnel
diodes, suggesting possible applications of twisted zGNRs as active elements of
amplifiers and generators. Furthermore, in some cases current-voltage curves
with multiple-peak NDR were found, opening a possibility of applications
in multiple-valued logic circuits [195]. In conclusion, our findings show the
current–voltage characteristics of twisted zGNRs can be effectively engineer
to suit a plethora of possible applications.
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Spin-Polarized Transport in
Graphene Nanorings
4.1 Introduction
Mesoscopic rings are one of the most suitable systems for the study of quan-
tum interference phenomena such as the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect. In the
AB effect, the electron transmission oscillates as a function of the magnetic
flux through the ring. The reason of these oscillations is the phase differ-
ence between electrons travelling along the different arms of the ring. A
decade ago, the first direct observation and systematic study of AB conduc-
tance oscillations through a graphene ring [28] paved the way for exploiting
quantum interference effects also in graphene nanodevices. Quantum inter-
ference phenomena in graphene rings tuned by external magnetic fields have
been studied both experimentally [28, 29] and theoretically [30–35]. Wu et
al. demonstrated that a rectangular graphene nanoring pierced by a mag-
netic field behaves like a resonant tunneling device [32]. Also, Nguyen et al.
found that the transmission probability through these devices can be fully
suppressed when tuning the magnetic field [34]. However, an electrostatic
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control would be more desirable for device applications. In this context, de
Sousa et al. found that a potential barrier in one of the arms of the ring can
result in destructive interference [37]. Also, Munarriz et al. proposed a quan-
tum interferometer based on a hexagonal graphene ring in which electron
transport can be controlled by a side-gate voltage [36]. Additionally, the use of
these rings in combination with FIs could lead to these devices operating as
spintronic devices too [51].
Even though carbon is a non-magnetic element, graphene has attracted
a lot of attention for spintronics due to its long spin-coherence length, up
to several microns even at room temperature [9]. There are several ways
to inject spins and induce magnetism in graphene. For instance, it can be
done along the edges of nanoribbons [43], by introducing defects [44, 45],
depositing atoms or molecules [46, 47], or by growing graphene on magnetic
substrates [48]. In particular, the use of FI such as europium chalcogenides
has attracted a considerable interest [49, 50, 52, 53]. When the FI is deposited
on top of graphene, the exchange interaction between Eu2+ ions and graphene
electrons results in a spin sublevels splitting.
In this chapter we analyze electron transport through square graphene
nanorings in combination with a FI such as europium oxide (EuO). In contrast
to previous studies on graphene rings, we also consider asymmetric configu-
rations in which each arm of the ring has a different length. First, we study
the electron transmission spectra for symmetric and asymmetric rings (see
Figure 4.1 for schematics) to assess the impact of the ring configuration on
the performance of the device. Then we address the spin filtering properties
when a layer of EuO is deposited on top of the graphene nanoring. Finally, we
demonstrate that the transmission polarization can be efficiently controlled by
a side-gate voltage applied across the ring, independently of the geometrical
details of the ring system.
4.2 System, Model and Methodology
The system comprises a square graphene ring connected symmetrically or
asymmetrically to two leads that consist on semi-infinite GNRs, as shown in
Figure 4.1. The width of all the GNRs forming the ring is w and the size of the
inner hole is a×a. For definiteness, we consider the case a=w. A FI layer is
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FIGURE 4.1. (a) Schematic view of the graphene nanoring with a FI
layer on top of it (blue coloured area). A side-gate voltage VG can
be applied across the ring. The connection between the ring and
the GNRs can be (b) symmetric or (c) asymmetric.
grown on top of the graphene ring inducing spin sublevels. Additionally, two
lateral electrodes allow us to apply a side-gate voltage VG across the ring. This
lateral voltage results in different energy shifts of the electronic states in the
two arms of the ring and, therefore, can give rise to constructive or destructive
interference. This form of current control that relies on inteference effects has
proved to be very efficient [36].
When graphene is put in close proximity to a FI, a spin sublevel splitting
±∆ex is induced. This short ranged effect is attributed to the nonvanishing
overlap between the wave functions of the localized magnetic moments in the
insulator and the itinerant electrons of graphene, and can be described as an
effective Zeeman splitting. First estimations based on EuO/Al studies [196,
197] suggested a value of ∆ex ≈ 5 meV for the exchange splitting in graphene
due to EuO [49]. Moreover, the integration between EuO and graphene was
demonstrated to be experimentally feasible [50]. For this reason, hereafter we
assume the FI to be EuO. Ultimately, the interaction between graphene and
EuO creates spin-dependent potential profiles along the arms of the rings (see
Figure 4.2), so an injected electron couples to different modes in the ring region
depending on its spin. This can result in constructive interference for spin up
(down) and destructive for spin down (up), creating a highly spin-polarized
transmission across the system.
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FIGURE 4.2. Schematic representation of the potential profile along
one of the arms of the ring for spin up (top) and spin down (bot-
tom). The potential is spin-dependent in the middle section, where
the FI is in close proximity to graphene (G). Dispersion relation
of a nanoribbon with armchair edges in these regions are also
shown schematically.
To model the devices we use the following TB Hamiltonian within the
nearest-neighbor approximation
(4.1) H =∑
i
εi|i〉〈i|+σ∆ex
∑
i∈L
|i〉〈i|− t∑
〈i, j〉
|i〉〈 j| ,
where |i〉 is the pi-orbital of the i-th carbon atom and the nearest neighbor
coupling is t = 2.8eV. The FI layer affects the site energies of the set L of
carbon atoms which are in contact with it, shifting the energies by the amount
σ∆ex, where ∆ex is the exchange splitting energy and σ=+1 (σ=−1) for spin
up (spin down) states. Throughout the paper we take ∆ex = 5meV, which is
of the order of known values from the literature for hybrid systems based
on graphene and EuO [49, 198, 199]. The site energy εi also depends on
the position of the ith atom due to the presence of the side-gate voltage.
The profile of the electric field can be calculated by solving the Poisson and
Schrödinger equations self-consistently. However, for simplicity, we assume a
linear potential profile within the ring area that decays exponentially toward
the two leads.
The QTBM [152] combined with the TMM [153] adapted for graphene [33,
154] are used to calculate wave functions and spin-dependent transmission
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coefficients τ↑ (τ↓) for spin up (↑) and spin down (↓) electrons (see Appendix A).
These coefficients depend on the energy of the injected carrier and the side-
gate voltage VG and allow us to define the degree of transmission polarization
as
(4.2) Pτ =
τ↑−τ↓
τ↑+τ↓
.
This quantity will be the figure of merit to assess the spin filtering properties
of the device.
4.3 Non-Ferromagnetic Rings
First, we analyze the transmission properties of symmetric and asymmetric
nanorings in the absence of proximity exchange interaction (∆ex = 0) and with
zero side-gate voltage (VG = 0). In previous chapters we saw that the lattice
orientation in graphene give rise to two types of edges: zigzag and armchair.
Within the single-orbital TB model, ribbons with zigzag edges are metallic,
while those with armchair edges are either metallic or semiconducting de-
pending on the ribbon width. The width can be specified with the number of
dimer lines N across the ribbon. Families with N = 3p and N = 3p+1 (p being
a non-negative integer) have a semiconductor-type spectra with wide gap and
a quadratic dispersion relation, while the family with N = 3p+2 is metallic
[17, 18]. In this chapter we will only consider semiconducting GNRs because
they proved to be more advantageous for graphene ring applications [36]. Also,
notice that the focus is put on the energy region with only one propagating
mode, so that interference-related effects are not smoothed out due to the
superposition of several modes.
We found that the transmission patterns differ from one family to another.
If N = 3p the transmission coefficient presents resonant peaks whose shape
resembles a Lorentzian distribution close to the resonance energy (Breit-
Wigner resonances). A typical example is shown in Figure 4.3(a) corresponding
to w = 12.1nm (N = 99) for both symmetric (dashed line) and asymmetric
(solid line) nanorings. When N = 3p+1 the transmission coefficient strongly
depends on the symmetry of the nanoring. As shown in Figure 4.3(b) for w=
12.5nm (N = 103), the transmission coefficient for symmetrically connected
nanorings also shows similar resonances to the former case (see dashed
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FIGURE 4.3. Transmission coefficient in the absence of FI (∆ex = 0)
and without a side-gate voltage applied (VG = 0) for two different
values of the GNR width: (a) w= 12.1 nm, corresponding to the
N = 3p family, and (b) w = 12.5 nm, corresponding to the N =
3p+1 family. Solid and dashed lines correspond to asymmetric
and symmetric nanorings, respectively.
FIGURE 4.4. Square modulus of the envelope wave function corre-
sponding to the four energies marked in Figure 4.3
line). On the contrary, for asymmetrically connected rings the transmission
coefficient presents now more abrupt features and, in particular, Fano-like
resonances (see the solid line). Fano resonances are highly asymmetric profiles
which involve the mixing between a discrete state and one belonging to a
continuum [200].
In order to understand the origin of the transmission features, in Fig-
ure 4.4 we plot the square modulus of the envelope wave function for the four
energies indicated in Figure 4.3, all of them corresponding to asymmetric
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rings. When N = 3p the electron is strongly backscattered if the energy is far
from a resonance (τ¿ 1) and the corresponding wave function remains in the
left contact (see the state labelled 1). In the case labelled 2 the transmission
is large (τ≈ 1) and the wave function piles up inside the whole nanoring as it
happens at resonant transmission. Similar patterns are found for nanorings
connected symmetrically (not shown here). Contrary to that, when N = 3p+1
the transmission spectrum has Fano-like features: both resonances with τ≈ 1
(state 3) and antiresonances with τ= 0. State labelled 4 represents the latter
case: the lower part of the nanoring acts here as a discrete level system at the
background continuum of GNR states. At the antiresonance the wave function
localizes at the lower arm and is almost zero in the upper arm, which is the
typical wave function pattern for Fano antiresonances.
4.3.1 Simplified Model
Numerical results can be qualitatively explained by a much simpler TB
nearest-neighbour lattice model in which the nanoring is represented by a four-
site ring connected to semi-infinite chains (see Figure 4.5 for the schematics).
Upper and lower ring sites, labelled 0±, have energies ε± while all other site
energies are zero. Adjacent ring sites are coupled with hopping integrals −J±
while the rest of hopping integrals are equal; their value is used as the energy
unit.
The transmission coefficient in this simplified model is [201]
(4.3) τ(E)= 4−E
2
4−E2+F2(E) , F(E)=
( J2+
E−ε+
+ J
2−
E−ε−
)−1
−E .
FIGURE 4.5. Schematics of a simple qualitatively equivalent TB lattice
model of the ring.
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Let us first consider a symmetric ring for which ε+ = ε− ≡ ε, J+ = J− ≡ J
and F(E)=E(1/2J2−1)−ε/2J2. When 2J2 6= 1, the real part of the transmis-
sion amplitude vanishes at the resonance energy Er = ε/(1−2J2). In this case,
the transmission coefficient shows a Lorentzian profile close to the resonance
energy given by
(4.4) τ(E)= Γ
2
Γ2+ (E−Er)2
, Γ2 = 1−E
2
r /4
(J2/2−1)2 .
This profile is consistent with the numerical profiles found for symmetric
nanorings in Figure 4.3. Notice also that the simplified model shows no
resonances when Er lies outside the band of the contact.
Next, we consider an asymmetric ring where ε+ and ε− are different. The
most salient feature in this case is the vanishing of the transmission at the
antiresonance energy
(4.5) Ea =
ε−J2++ε+J2−
J2++ J2−
.
This result qualitatively reproduces the dips observed in Figure 4.3(b)
(see, e.g., antiresonance labelled 4). In addition, when Ea lies outside the band
of the semi-infinite chains there are no antiresonances in the transmission
coefficient. This prediction also agrees well with the results corresponding to
N = 3p, shown in Figure 4.3(a).
4.4 Ferromagnetic Rings
4.4.1 Effect of the Ferromagnetic Layer
When a EuO layer is deposited on top of the nanoring, the interaction with
the FI shifts the transmission curves towards upper/lower energies for spin
up/down electrons. Except for the energy shift, the transmission patterns
remain qualitatively the same as can be observed in Figure 4.6. The trans-
mission polarization Pτ as defined in equation (4.2) for the four rings studied
in the last section is presented in Figure 4.7. For symmetrically connected
nanorings, Pτ changes sign smoothly over a wide energy region. Consequently,
transmission polarization remains rather insensitive to small changes of the
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FIGURE 4.6. Transmission coefficient for an asymmetric ring with
w = 12.1 nm (N = 3p) in the absence of FI (∆ex = 0) calculated
without exchange splitting (dashed black line) and with it for spin
up (red), and spin down (blue).
FIGURE 4.7. Transmission polarization in the absence of FI (∆ex =
0) for two different values of the GNR width: (a) w = 12.1 nm
(N = 3p), and (b) w= 12.5 nm (N = 3p+1). Solid and dashed lines
correspond to asymmetric and symmetric nanorings, respectively.
Fermi energy. On the contrary, the polarization for asymmetrically connected
nanorings changes more abruptly, especially when the transmission coeffi-
cient shows Fano-like antiresonances, as is the case of N = 3p+1. Therefore,
asymmetric rings would be more promising from the point of view of device
applications since minute variations of the Fermi energy can lead to large
changes in the spin polarization.
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FIGURE 4.8. (a) Transmission coefficient for an asymmetric ring with
W = 12.1 nm (N = 3p) and a side-gate voltage of VG = 55 mV. In
red (blue) transmission for spin up (down) electrons. (b) Trans-
mission polarization for the above-mentioned system.
4.4.2 Side-Gate Control
Now we address the effect of a side-gate voltage VG applied across the ring
area as depicted in Figure 4.1. This lateral voltage results in different energy
shifts of the electronic states in the arms of the ring and, therefore, introduces
an adjustable asymmetry even in geometrically symmetrical rings. By varying
VG we can obtain sharp changes in the transmission similar to the ones
we obtained for some of the asymmetric rings when no side-gate voltage
was applied. More importantly, band gaps with zero transmission due to
destructive interference can also appear. The key point is that the band gaps
for spin up and spin down electrons appear at different energies, resulting in a
highly polarized transmission, as can be seen in Figure 4.8 for an asymmetric
ring with w = 12.1 nm and VG = 55 mV. Notice also the abrupt change of
polarization around E = 93 meV.
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FIGURE 4.9. Transmission polarization Pτ as a function of the carrier
energy E and the side-gate voltage VG, for the cases: (a) w =
12.1 nm (asymmetric), (b) w = 12.5 nm (asymmetric), (c) w =
12.1 nm (symmetric), and (d) w= 12.5 nm (symmetric).
FIGURE 4.10. Transmission polarization as a function of VG for the
energy E = 95 meV. The system corresponds to the asymmetric
ring with w= 12.1 nm (N = 3p).
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Figure 4.9 shows the polarization map as function of the carrier energy E
and the side-gate voltage VG for the two symmetric and the two asymmetric
rings we have been considering throughout this chapter. Well defined bands
of highly polarized transmission are observed in all cases, except for the
asymmetric ring with N = 3p+1. In this latter case, sharp lines appear in
the polarization map as well as large regions with no polarization (Pτ ≈ 0).
The transmission coefficient for this ring was abrupt and presented Fano
resonances even when no side-gate voltage was applied [see Figure 4.3(b)]. The
application of VG makes the transmission more abrupt and noisy, resulting in
an unpolarized transmission. Even though sharp lines could be very attractive
for device applications, this type of device can be hardly practical because it
is greatly affected by perturbations. For this reason, the cases which present
polarization bands seem to be more promising [see Figure 4.9(a), (c) and (d)]
since they are more robust and also can give rise to very sharp changes in
the polarization, as was demonstrated in Figure 4.8. In addition, the side-
gate plays another important role as it allows for a precise control of the
transmission polarization through the device. This is clearly illustrated in
Figure 4.10, where the polarization for the asymmetric ring with w= 12.1 nm
is plotted as a function of VG for a fixed energy E = 95 meV. The figure shows
that in the vicinity of the gate voltage VG = 50 mV the polarization undergoes
an abrupt change from P = 0.99 to P = −0.99, suggesting the possibility
of controlling the transmission polarization, and consequently the electric
current polarization, by the side-gate voltage.
4.5 Conclusions
In summary, we have proposed and studied a novel spin filter system which ex-
ploits quantum interference effects. The device comprises a square graphene
nanoring, connected symmetrically or asymmetrically to the leads, and a FI
layer (e. g. of EuO) grown on top of the ring. The proximity induced exchange
interaction between the ferromagnetic ions and the graphene electrons result
in a spin-dependent transmission coefficient. We showed that the polarization
of the transmission changes abruptly when the Fermi energy is varied in
the vicinity of Fano-like resonances which occur in asymmetrically connected
nanorings. We put forward and analyzed a simplified quasi-one-dimensional
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model of the nanoring and explained qualitatively the different typical trans-
mission features found in both symmetrically and asymmetrically connected
nanorings. We also demonstrated that the side-gate voltage can be used to con-
trol the transmission polarization in an efficient way in all the studied cases
(independently of the width of the GNRs or the symmetry of the ring-system
geometry). The side-gate gate voltage can induce Fano resonances and, more
importantly, band gaps at different energies for each spin, leading to a highly
polarized transmission and also to abrupt and controllable changes in the
polarization. Finally, we notice that recent first-principles calculations have
demonstrated the proximity effects induced in graphene by FIs, including
EuO, are much larger than initially estimated, ranging from tens to hundreds
of meV [52, 53]. Also, new findings suggest the use of a 2D material such
as hBN between graphene and the ferromagnetic material could result in
the control of the exchange coupling strength by varying the thickness of
hBN [202]. All these results reinforce the idea of engineering the induced
proximity effects in graphene as a possible way to design novel spintronic
devices.
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Thermoelectricity in Graphene
Nanorings: Electronic Contribution
5.1 Introduction
Since the advent of nanotechnology, many discoveries have demonstrated
that nanometer-sized objects exhibit physical properties not shared by bulk
materials [1]. This is definitely true in the field of thermoelectrics, with theo-
retical predictions [107, 108, 115, 203] and experiments [109–113] pointing
out that thermoelectric properties at the nanoscale are strongly enhanced.
The thermoelectric efficiency of a system is usually expressed in terms of the
figure of merit ZT = S2σT/κ [104], where S stands for the Seebeck coefficient
or thermopower, and σ and κ are the electric and thermal conductances at
a temperature T, respectively. Efficient thermoelectric bulk materials dis-
play values of ZT lower than unity. Indeed, ZT = 1 remained as a practical
upper limit until low dimensional systems proved that higher values could
be achieved. In this context, Venkatasubramanian et al. reported ZT = 2.4
in thin-film superlattices at room temperature [109]. Similarly, Harman et
al. studied a quantum dot superlattice and found ZT = 1.6 [111]. Therefore,
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nanostructures pave a possible way to achieve large ZT and consequently
more efficient thermoelectric devices as refrigerators and generators [204].
The enhancement of the figure of merit in nanodevices can be caused by
different mechanisms. Both electrons and phonons (or lattice vibrations) con-
tribute to the heat current and consequently the thermal conductance splits
as κ= κel+κph. Lower values of κ yield higher values of ZT, and consequently,
increasing phonon scattering is one of the most promising pathways to achieve
good thermoelectric materials. An alternative route relies on engineering the
electronic properties of the nanodevices. In this regard, Murphy et al. showed
that the increase of the density of states at the Fermi level in molecular
junctions may result in an increased thermopower S [118]. Sharapov et al.
predicted a considerable enhancement of the thermoelectric power in gapped
graphene in the vicinity of the gap edges due to some peculiarities of quasi-
particle scattering from impurities [119]. Quantum interference effects can
also play a role in the thermoelectric properties of single-molecule heterojunc-
tions [122] and zero-dimensional systems [121]. In particular, quantum effects
giving rise to Fano resonances in the transmission probability were predicted
to have an impact on the thermopower magnitude and the thermoelectric effi-
ciency of quantum dot systems [61, 123–125], single-molecule devices [126],
and nanoscale junctions [127, 128].
Graphene is a material with a combination of remarkable properties [13]
and has recently received attention as a potential thermoelectric material
too [77, 83, 205–209]. On the one hand, its thermal properties are strongly
affected by patterning or functionalization, so that low values of κ can be
obtained [52, 77–84, 86–89, 91–94, 179]. On the other hand, its large electron
mobility and long coherence lengths [21, 22] make graphene an ideal candidate
for the usage of these quantum interference phenomena such as the afore-
mentioned Fano effect. Among graphene structures, graphene rings stand out
because of the straightforward way in which they exploit interference effects.
These effects have already demonstrated to be very advantageous for design-
ing quantum interferometers [32, 36, 37] or spintronic devices [51, 201, 210],
as we examined in Chapter 4.
In this chapter we analyze the electronic contribution to the themoelectric
response of graphene rings, while thermal transport and its role on the over-
all thermoelectric performance will be addressed in the following chapters.
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FIGURE 5.1. (a) Schematic diagram of the graphene nanoring con-
nected to two armchair nanoribbons. A side-gate voltage VG can
be applied across the ring. The connection can be (b) asymmetric
or (c) symmetric.
We consider symmetric and asymmetric nanorings as the ones analyzed in
Chapter 4, and conclude that the latter displays higher thermoelectric effi-
ciency due to the occurrence of Fano resonances in the transmission. We also
show how the thermoelectric coefficients can be controlled and enhanced by
a side-gate voltage regardless of the configuration of the ring. Finally, we
demonstrate that the good thermoelectric performance of these systems is
robust even if moderate disorder is present along the edges.
5.2 System, Model and Methodology
The system under study is similar to the one considered in the previous
chapter. It consists of a square graphene nanoring connected symmetrically
or asymmetrically to two GNRs that act as leads (see Figure 5.1). The width
of all nanoribbons conforming the leads and the ring is w and the dimensions
of the inner hole are a×a. For concreteness, we restrict ourselves to the case
a=w.
We assume that the leads are two semi-infinite armchair GNRs with
N 6= 3p+2, N being the number of dimer lines across the ribbon and p a
positive integer. In this case the band structure has a width-dependent gap
and the corresponding dispersion relation in the vicinity of the gap is parabolic.
This energy spectrum is typical for conventional semiconductors and it was
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demonstrated that presents more robust and promising transmission patterns
for transport control in graphene rings [36, 51].
The devices are modeled using a nearest neighbor TB Hamiltonian
(5.1) H =∑
i
²i|i〉〈i|− t
∑
〈i, j〉
|i〉〈 j| ,
where the hopping parameter is set to t = 2.8eV and the site energy ²i can
vary from one atom to another due to the presence of a side-gate voltage
drop VG across the arms of the ring. The profile of the electric field can be
calculated by solving the Poisson and Schrödinger equations self-consistently.
However, for simplicity, we assume a simplified side-gate potential profile: it
is linear in the transverse direction (perpendicular to the electric current)
while in the longitudinal direction it is constant within the nanoring area and
decays exponentially toward the two leads. This voltage allows us to control
the electron transmission through the device and thus the electric current, as
was thoroughly discussed in References [36, 51] and Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Assuming that electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering in our
samples can be neglected, electrons can be considered to be in the fully
coherent regime travelling ballistically through the system. The QTBM [152]
combined with the TMM [153] adapted for graphene [33, 154] are used to
compute wave functions and the transmission coefficient τ(E) as a function
of energy (see Appendix A for further details). Once τ(E) is known, using the
Landauer-Büttiker formalism [23] we obtain the electric (I) and heat currents
(J) through the system
I = 2e
h
∫ +∞
−∞
τ(E)
[
fL(E)− fR(E)
]
dE ,(5.2)
J = 2
h
∫ +∞
−∞
(E−µL)τ(E)
[
fL(E)− fR(E)
]
dE ,(5.3)
with
(5.4) f i(E)= 1exp[(E−µi)/kBTi]+1
being the Fermi function, e the elementary charge, h the Planck constant,
Ti the absolute temperature and µi the chemical potential at left and right
contacts (i =L,R). When the the linear regime is considered, that is, when the
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potential drop and the temperature difference between the two contacts is
small, the linear expansion of the currents leads to
I =−e2K0∆V + eK1T ∆T ,(5.5)
J = eK1∆V − K2T ∆T ,(5.6)
where we have introduced the integrals
(5.7) Kn = 2h
∫ ∞
−∞
(
− ∂ f
∂E
)
(E−µ)nτ(E)dE .
Then, the thermopower S can be obtained as the voltage drop induced by
a difference of temperature when the electric current I vanishes
(5.8) S =−
(
∆V
∆T
)
I=0
=− 1
eT
K1
K0
.
Similarly, the electric conductance σ and the electric thermal conductance κe
(note that we neglect the phonon contribution) are calculated
σ=−
(
I
∆V
)
∆T=0
= e2K0 ,(5.9)
κe =−
( IQ
∆T
)
I=0
= 1
T
(
K2−
K21
K0
)
.(5.10)
For concreteness we take T = 4 K hereafter. Finally, the electronic contribution
to the thermoelectric figure of merit ZTel can be obtained as
(5.11) ZTel =
S2σT
κel
= K
2
1
K0K2−K21
.
5.3 Thermoelectricity in Graphene Rings
In this section we analyze the electronic properties and the thermoelectric
response of different ring configurations in the absence of side-gate voltage
(VG = 0). To this aim, first we calculate the transmission coefficient for symmet-
ric and asymmetric rings with the focus set at the one-mode regime in which
interference related effects are not smoothed out due to the superposition of
several modes. As we already show in the previous chapter, the transmission
patterns of symmetric and asymmetric square graphene rings can be grouped
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FIGURE 5.2. Transmission coefficient in the absence of side-gate
voltage (VG = 0) for two different values of the GNR width:
(a) w = 12.1 nm, corresponding to the N = 3p family, and (b)
w = 12.5 nm, corresponding to the N = 3p+1 family. Solid and
dashed lines correspond to asymmetric and symmetric nanorings,
respectively.
into two categories, depending on the width of the nanoribbons forming the
ring and the contacts. If N = 3p the transmission coefficient displays resonant
peaks whose shape is Lorentzian close to the resonance energy for both sym-
metric and asymmetric configurations (Breit-Wigner line-shapes). A typical
example is shown in Figure 5.2(a) corresponding to w= 12.1nm, i.e., N = 99,
for both symmetric (dashed line) and asymmetric (solid line) rings. When
N = 3p+1 the transmission coefficient strongly depends on the symmetry of
the ring. As shown in Figure 5.2(b) for w= 12.5nm, i.e., N = 103, the transmis-
sion coefficient for symmetrically connected rings only presents Breit-Wigner
line-shapes (dashed line). On the contrary, if the ring is connected asymmetri-
cally, the transmission coefficient shows Fano line-shapes (solid line). When
the nanoribbon width is increased, the one-mode energy region shrinks, but
the transmission features remain qualitatively unchanged.
According to Reference [127], Fano and Breit-Wigner resonances are ex-
pected to enhance the thermopower and figure of merit of nanoscale junctions
when the chemical potential crosses these features in the transmission. We
will see that this statement is also correct for graphene nanorings. From the
transmission coefficients we calculate the thermoelectric properties by using
the equations defined in the previous section for the Seebeck coefficient S, the
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FIGURE 5.3. Electric thermal conductance κel , Seebeck coefficient
S and figure of merit ZTel in the absence of side-gate voltage
(VG = 0) for two different values of the GNR width: w= 12.1 nm,
corresponding to the N = 3p family (left panels), and w= 12.5 nm,
corresponding to the N = 3p+1 family (right panels). Solid and
dashed lines correspond to asymmetric and symmetric nanorings,
respectively.
electric thermal conductance κel , and the figure of merit ZTel (see Figure 5.3).
First, we observe that the electric thermal conductance κel oscillates between
(1−7)×10−12 W/K. But more importantly, when the chemical potential is
close to a Breit-Wigner like resonance, such as those in Figure 5.2(a) at about
62 meV and 70 meV or in Figure 5.2(b) at 87 meV, there is an enhancement
in the thermopower S and the figure of merit ZTel . Notice that narrower
resonances give a larger increment of the thermoelectric coefficients. However,
the figure of merit remains rather small (ZTel ≤ 0.15). It is worth mentioning
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that Mahan and Sofo also showed that in general the best figure of merit is
achieved for a narrow resonance located at the Fermi energy [120].
The enhancement due to Fano resonances is remarkable compared to the
case of Breit-Wigner resonances. Figures 5.3(d) and (f) show that the ther-
mopower and figure of merit reach a maximum value close to |S| ' 100 µV/K
and ZTel ' 0.5 when the chemical potential crosses the Fano like resonances
at 72 meV and 90 meV. The enhancement of ZTel due to Fano resonances
compared to Breit-Wigner ones can be understood from the previous section
equations. The figure of merit is proportional to the thermopower S, namely it
is proportional to K1. The product (−∂ f /∂E) (E−µ) appearing in the expression
of K1 is an odd function with respect to the variable E−µ. Therefore, the
larger the asymmetry of τ(E) around the chemical potential, the higher the
thermoelectric response of the system, and for this reason asymmetric rings
would be more suitable for thermoelectric devices.
5.4 Effect of a Side-Gate Voltage
Looking for a stronger increase of the thermoelectric performance we applied
a side-gate voltage VG. Figure 5.5 shows the figure of merit for the asym-
metric (upper panels) and symmetric rings (lower panels) as a function of
the chemical potential µ and the side-gate voltage VG. Tuning both µ and
VG, the thermoelectric coefficients can be controlled and, in particular, the
figure of merit can be greatly enhanced, regardless of the symmetry of the
configuration or the ribbon width. For the asymmetric ring with N = 3p, the
figure of merit can reach values close to ZTel ' 8 when a side-gate voltage of
VG = 46mV is applied. In the case of symmetric rings, which were the least
favourable when VG = 0, now ZTel > 5 can be obtained in some cases.
Figures 5.4(a) and (b) show the transmission coefficients corresponding
to some of the above-mentioned cases, specifically the N = 3p asymmetric
and symmetric rings with VG = 46 mV and VG = 21 mV respectively. These
transmission coefficients display new sharp Fano line-shapes with very abrupt
slopes that arise due to VG. The occurrence of these sharp Fano resonances
gives rise to the increase of both the thermopower S and the figure of merit
ZTel , as can be seen in the middle and lower panels of Figure 5.4. The good
thermoelectric performance, however, is degraded on increasing temperature.
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FIGURE 5.4. (a) Transmission coefficient, (c) Seebeck coefficient, and
(e) figure of merit for a asymmetric ring with N = 3p and VG =
46 mV. (b) Transmission coefficient, (d) Seebeck coefficient, and (f)
figure of merit for a symmetric ring with N = 3p and VG = 21 mV.
The ribbon width in all cases is w= 12.1 nm.
Figure 5.6 shows the dependence with temperature of the maximum ZTel for
the two cases discussed above. We observe the maximum value is reached
around 2−5 K, depending on the specific case, and then it rapidly decays.
However, at a temperature of 20 K, ZTel is still well above 1. Higher tempera-
tures were not considered since the phonon contribution is not included in our
calculations.
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FIGURE 5.5. Figure of merit ZTel as a function of the chemical po-
tential µ and the side-gate voltage VG for the asymmetric (upper
panels) and symmetric rings (lower panels). The ribbon width for
left (right) panels corresponds to w= 12.1 nm (w= 12.5 nm).
FIGURE 5.6. Maximum value of the figure of merit as a function of
temperature for the rings analyzed in Figure 5.5, i.e. the asym-
metric and symmetric rings with VG = 46 mV and VG = 21 mV,
respectively.
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5.5 Edge Disorder
Finally, because atomic size imperfections, especially at the edges, are un-
avoidable in real samples, we address the effects of edge disorder on the
thermoelectric properties of the graphene rings. To do so, we randomly re-
move carbon atoms from the zigzag edges with some given probability p. In
the case of armchair edges, pairs of neighbor atoms are removed with the
same probability. By removing pairs rather than single atoms we ensure that
there are no dangling atoms in the sample, so we do not have to deal with
complicated edge reconstruction effects. The transmission coefficient and the
corresponding Seebeck coefficient and figure of merit calculated for typical
realizations of disorder for the asymmetric ring with N = 3p+1 are shown
in Figure 5.7. In contrast to GNRs [116], we have found that the electronic
properties of graphene quantum rings are not markedly deteriorated by edge
disorder. We observe that when the edge disorder is small (p≤ 0.05) the trans-
FIGURE 5.7. (a) Schematic diagram of a graphene nanoring displaying
edge disorder. (b) Transmission coefficient, (c) Seebeck coefficient,
and (d) figure of merit for an asymmetric ring with N = 3p+1
(w= 12.5 nm).
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mission coefficient is slightly distorted but the features that give rise to a good
thermoelectric performance are not destroyed. For this reason the Seebeck
coefficient and the figure of merit are generally degraded but still remains
high. In addition, new resonances can appear in the transmission coefficient,
leading to new peaks of the figure of merit. This is due to the fact that we are
removing atoms from the edges, making the nanoribbons effectively narrower.
Because GNRs have a width-dependent gap, these narrower areas will act as
barriers, causing new resonances to appear.
5.6 Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the thermoelectric properties of symmetrically
and asymmetrically connected quantum rings based on graphene. The trans-
mission coefficient of the rings manifests Breit-Wigner line-shapes in the
former case and can show Fano line-shapes in the latter (depending on the
width of the nanoribbons comprising the rings). While Breit-Wigner line-
shapes lead to a moderate thermoelectric response, the occurrence of Fano
line-shapes causes a dramatic enhancement of the thermoelectric efficiency of
these nanodevices. Therefore the non-gated asymmetric rings seem to be more
promising from the point of view of applications. However, even if a non-gated
ring does not support Fano anti-resonances (e.g., symmetrically connected
rings), the application of a side-gate voltage can introduce asymmetry in
the system and induce such features in the transmission spectrum, which
consequently leads to an enhancement of the thermoelectric response and
values of ZTel as high as 8. We note that the contribution of phonons to the
thermal conductance has been neglected in our calculations. This contribution
would lead to a smaller figure of merit because it increases the denominator
of ZT. In the following chapters we will address this issue and analyze if a
careful engineering of the edges can reduce the effect of phonons, as suggested
by some authors [83, 86]. Finally, we have also shown that the predicted
effects are robust under moderate edge disorder. Precise positions of the Fano
features can be very highly dependent on the system geometry and fabrication
imperfections (disorder). Therefore the possibility to induce and control such
features by electrostatic means seems very promising from the point of view
of optimization of thermoelectric properties.
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Molecular Dynamics Study of the
Lattice Thermal Conductivity in
Graphene Nanostructures
6.1 Introduction
Advances in nanotechnology demand a better understanding of heat transport
in nanoscale systems. The increased levels of dissipated power in ever smaller
devices make essential the search for high thermal conductors [54–56]. On
the other hand, thermoelectric energy conversion requires materials with
a strongly suppressed thermal conductivity κ, but still a high electric con-
ductivity σ [101, 102]. Both electrons and lattice vibrations contribute to the
heat current and consequently the thermal conductivity splits as κ= κel+κlat.
Unfortunately, parameters κ and σ cannot be adjusted independently in the
vast majority bulk materials. For instance, the ratio σ/κel in metals is de-
termined from the Wiedemann-Franz law [59]. Hence reducing the lattice
thermal conductivity κlat by increasing phonon scattering is one of the most
promising routes to improve thermoelectric materials.
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Graphene occupies a unique place in terms of its thermal properties
because it possesses one of the highest known lattice thermal conductivities.
Although a high value of κlat is undesirable for thermoelectric applications,
thermal transport in graphene can be significantly degraded by different
mechanisms. For example κlat can be greatly reduced in GNRs by rough
edges [79], hydrogen-passivation [91] and patterning [81–84, 86]. In this
context, Mazzamuto et al. found that a structure combining zigzag and arm-
chair edges and different widths presents a low thermal conductivity [83].
Since graphene is envisioned as a material of choice for a variety of appli-
cations in future electronics, understanding how heat is carried in different
graphene nanostructures is crucial. One of these structures are graphene
nanorings, which arise as ideal candidates for exploiting quantum interfer-
ence phenomena [32, 36, 37, 51, 210, 211]. These effects were used in Chap-
ter 4 for designing a new spintronic device and also in Chapter 5, where we
demonstrated that graphene nanorings may be useful as thermoelectric de-
vices too [212]. We found that quantum interference effects can lead to a large
Seebeck coefficient and hence a high figure of merit ZT when the heat current
is solely due to electrons. Yet, lattice heat conduction, which is expected to be
the most important contribution to heat transport in carbon materials due to
the strong covalent sp2 bonding, had not been studied in graphene nanorings.
In this work, we address the contribution of the atomic lattice to heat
transport in armchair GNRs and nanorings by using non-equilibrium molecu-
lar dynamics (NEMD) simulations as implemented in the LAMMPS Molecular
Dynamics Simulator [213]. NEMD simulations provide a direct method to
calculate the lattice thermal conductivity. To this end, a heat flow establishes
a temperature gradient across the system and Fourier’s law brings about an
estimate of the lattice thermal conductivity. First, we analyze the impact of
the size of the contacts on the results. Then, we compare the thermal conduc-
tivities of GNRs and rectangular graphene nanorings of widths up to 6 nm
over a wide range of temperature. Our study proves that the lattice thermal
conductivity κlat is greatly reduced in nanorings as compared to GNRs due to
higher scattering of lattice vibrations at bends. Finally, we also demonstrate
that edge disorder has a weaker impact on the heat current in nanorings as
compared to GNRs.
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6.2 System, Model and Methodology
Our study is focused on three different types of graphene nanostructures
connected to leads. The first system under consideration is a uniform rect-
angular aGNR of width W, as seen in the top panel of Figure 6.1. We only
consider aGNRs since many studies have demonstrated they have a lower
thermal conductivity than zGNRs [72, 78, 214], thus being more suitable for
FIGURE 6.1. Schematic view of the analysed structures. The top panel
shows a GNR of width W. The middle (bottom) panel shows
a square asymmetric (symmetric) graphene nanoring. The red
(blue) area represents the hot (cold) contact where an amount
of energy ∆² is introduced (removed) in every time step of the
NEMD simulation.
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thermoelectric applications. The second (third) kind of nanostructures are
asymmetric (symmetric) graphene nanorings similar to the ones studied in
previous chapters (see Figure 6.1 for schematics). For definiteness, the rings
will be square, all nanoribbons forming a given structure will have the same
width W and the size of the inner hole will be W ×W .
In this work we use NEMD simulations [213, 215] in which the classical
trajectories of Lagrangian particles (in our case, carbon atoms) are obtained by
numerically solving Newton’s equation of motion (see Appendix C for further
details). Atoms with initial positions and velocities are exposed to collisions
governed by an empirical interatomic potential. At each time step, the force
acting on each atom is obtained, and then, positions and velocities are updated.
This is an excellent approximation for a wide range of materials; only when
we consider light atoms or vibrational motion with a frequency ω such that
~ω> kBT should we worry about quantum effects [216]. As a general rule, the
classical treatment will be valid if the interparticle distance is much larger
than the thermal de Broglie wavelength Λth = h/
√
2pimkBT. This is indeed
the scenario in our simulations since the distance between C atoms is about
0.142 nm while Λth = 0.030 nm at room temperature and Λth = 0.043 nm at
T = 100 K.
NEMD simulations provide a direct method to calculate lattice thermal
conductivity by applying a perturbation to the system and measuring the
response. Most suitable choices of perturbations would be either imposing a
thermal gradient ∇T across the system or introducing a heat flow J. Through-
out this work we consider the latter case, that is, a heat flow is introduced and
the subsequent thermal gradient is calculated [92, 217]. Then, Fourier’s law is
applied to obtain the lattice thermal conductivity κ (because we only address
the lattice contribution to the thermal conductivity we omit the subscript
hereafter, unless otherwise stated)
(6.1) J =−κ∇T .
The small size of the systems under study poses a question about the va-
lidity of Fourier’s law at the nanoscale but a comparison with more elaborated
approaches, such as the phonon Boltzmann transport equation, is beyond the
scope of this work. Nevertheless, previous studies on steady-state thermal
transport in nanostructures concluded that Fourier’s law is essentially exact
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in the diffusive and ballistic limits (see Ref. [58] and references therein for
further details).
In this work, a time step of 0.5 fs is used in the simulations and carbon-
carbon interactions are described by the adaptive intermolecular reactive
bond order (AIREBO) potential [218], which depends not only on the distance
between atoms but also on the local atomic environment, and therefore im-
plicitly contains many-body information (see Appendix C for further details).
This potential has already been successfully implemented to study thermal
and mechanical properties of graphene [52, 89, 92]. The method we use is
depicted in Figure 6.2 and has the following steps:
1. The initial configuration is first equilibrated at a temperature T (typi-
cally the mean target temperature) during 2×106 time steps by keeping
the two outermost rows of atoms at each end fixed while applying a
Nosé-Hoover thermostat to the rest of the atoms which are free to move
in three dimensions. A Nosé-Hoover thermostat is a constant temper-
ature method in which some variables are added to the equations of
motion [219].
2. When the configuration is equilibrated, we introduce a heat flow by
adding at each time step a small amount of energy (+∆ε) into the hot
contact and removing the same amount of energy (−∆ε) from the cold
contact. This energy addition (subtraction) is done by rescaling the ve-
locity vectors at both contacts. In order to avoid non-linear temperature
profiles when ∆ε is too large or temperature fluctuations when ∆ε is too
small, we adjust ∆ε so that ∆T =Tmax−Tmin ' 0.2T. Since the value of
∆ε is unknown beforehand it is found by performing iterative simula-
tions and adjusting ∆ε at each iteration step to obtain the target ∆T/T
ratio. The whole system is then switched to the constant volume and
constant energy ensemble and we run at least 107 time steps to allow
the system to attain steady state.
3. Once steady state is reached, the three components of velocity of each
atom are averaged over 107 time steps. Then, the system is divided
into slices and the temperature within each slice is obtained from the
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FIGURE 6.2. Step diagram of the method usded to obtain the thermal
conductivity.
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equipartition theorem as
(6.2) T = M
3NkB
∑
i
(
〈vi〉2x+〈vi〉2y+〈vi〉2z
)
,
where M is the mass of the carbon atom, N is the number of atoms in
each slab, kB denotes the Boltzmann’s constant and 〈vi〉µ stands for the
time averaged µ-component of velocity of atom i.
4. The temperature gradient ∂T/∂x is determined from a linear fit.
5. The heat current, which can be defined as the amount of energy trans-
ferred per unit time and cross sectional area, is calculated as
(6.3) J = 1
Wd
∆²
∆t
,
where ∆t is the time step and d the graphene thickness, taken approx-
imately as the diameter of a carbon atom d = 0.144 nm [72]. Finally,
the lattice thermal conductivity is obtained using Fourier’s law [equa-
tion (6.1)].
We have also tried an alternative method of the conductivity calculation,
consisting in maintaining a fixed temperature difference between the con-
tacts and calculating the energy flux. In this case temperature profiles can
be highly nonlinear, characterized by abrupt temperature changes at the
contacts (resulting from a mismatch between the dispersion relation of the
fixed temperature parts and the rest of the system [220]). To avoid the non-
physical temperature kinks, larger contacts have to be considered increasing
the simulation time considerably, for which reason the latter approach was
abandoned.
6.3 Influence of the Contacts
In this section we analyze how the size of the contacts can influence the
results. To do so, we consider an aGNR with fixed length LS and width W
and vary the contact length LC (see Figure 6.1 for a schematic view). We
first plot the temperature profile across the system for different values of LC.
In Figure 6.3 one can observe that it is linear and smooth in the interface
between the system and the contacts in all cases. However the slope of the
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FIGURE 6.3. Temperature profile and linear fit for aGNRs of width
W = 1.2 nm, LS = 8.4 nm and three different values of LC indi-
cated in the panels. The gray areas represent the contact regions
of length LC.
linear fit to the points is dependent on the contact size. As a consequence, κ
will be also influenced by the specific choice of contacts, as it can be seen in
Figure 6.4, where we plot κ as a function of the contact length LC. We observe
that κ increases with LC and although it seems that it tends to saturate as LC
becomes larger, a constant value is not reached for LC = 3LS yet, which is the
larger contact size consider in this work. To understand this behavior we have
to look again at Figure 6.3 and note the thermal gradient spans not only across
the "device" part of the system (the central part of length LS) but also across
part of the contacts. As the contacts grows larger, the expansion of the thermal
gradient across them is also larger. Then, the effective length of the system is
larger than LS and increases with LC. Therefore, the thermal conductivity
is also contact size dependent because κ is a length-dependent magnitude
in nanometer-sized GNRs [72, 75]. This occurs because the contacts (heat
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FIGURE 6.4. Lattice thermal conductivity κ as a function of the ratio
LC/LS for aGNRs of width W = 1.2 nm and LS = 8.4 nm.
source and heat sink) cannot be considered as isothermal classical boundary
conditions. Although the average temperature remains constant, there is a
temperature gradient within contacts. They are part of the system, so that
vibrational modes are characterized by the whole dimension and not only by
the size of the intermediate zone [221]. In order to avoid any dependence on
the length dimension, the length of the system and the contacts (cold and hot
regions) will be fixed throughout this work so that we take LC = 12.6 nm and
LS = 25.4 nm.
6.4 Thermal Conductivity in Graphene Nanorings
6.4.1 Role of Dimensions
First, we focus on how the thermal conductivity is affected by the width of the
nanoribbons. To do so we fix the temperature at T = 300 K. Figure 6.5(a) shows
the thermal conductivity for GNRs and the two types of nanorings for widths
up to W = 6 nm. We observe that κ monotonously increases with the width W ,
both for GNRs and nanorings. This is in agreement with previous results [72,
78] where the same trend was found for aGNRs at room temperature. It can
be understood as follows. Wider GNRs have a larger number of vibrational
modes while the number of edge localized modes does not change. Thus, the
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FIGURE 6.5. (a) Lattice thermal conductivity as a function of width
W for aGNRs and rings. (b) Ratio κring/κribbon as a function of the
ribbon width W .
edge effect decreases and κ increases with W. At a threshold width, larger
than the ones considered in this work, κ will reach the value of graphene
(2000−5500 W/mK at room temperature [10, 11]) and then stay constant due
to intermode scattering arising in the anharmonic lattice. Although κ also
increases with W for nanorings, it remains lower than for GNRs at all W
considered by us. We interpret this as the effect of mixing different edges, both
armchair and zig-zag, that leads to a mismatch of the vibrational modes [83]
and by scattering at the bends [52, 86].
Although absolute values of κ obtained by NEMD simulations depend on
the choice of interatomic potential, boundary conditions, simulated system di-
mensions and chosen method of imposing heat flux and temperature gradient,
our results remain relevant because we are addressing the relative reduction
of the thermal conductivity due to the nanostructuring. In the lower panel
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of Figure 6.5 the ratio κring/κribbon is plotted, where κribbon is the thermal
conductivity of GNRs and κring indicates the lattice thermal conductivity of
the corresponding symmetric/asymmetric ring of the same ribbon width. Our
results show that symmetric nanorings reduce the thermal conductivity more
efficiently, reaching only 60% of that of the GNR with the same width up to
3.5 nm. This can be explained by the existence of more bends in symmetric
rings, leading to a stronger scattering and suppression of the thermal con-
ductivity. As the ribbon width decreases, the mismatch of vibration modes at
different regions become more important and the suppression of κ is stronger.
6.4.2 Effect of Temperature
In this section we analyze the temperature dependence of κ. We fix the ribbon
width at W = 2.5 nm and vary the temperature from 100 K up to 1000 K.
Classical NEMD simulations are considered valid near and above Debye’s
temperature (TD ≈ 322 K for GNRs [214]), where all vibrational modes are
fully excited. At lower temperatures, quantum effects cannot be neglected.
To mitigate this limitation, a quantum correction was developed using the
following expression [214, 222]
(6.4) TMD =
TD
3
+
2T3Q
T2D
∫ TD/TQ
0
x2
ex−1 dx ,
where TMD, TD and TQ are simulation temperature, Debye’s temperature
and quantum corrected temperature, respectively. The corrected thermal
conductivity,
(6.5) κD = κ
dTMD
dTQ
,
is obtained by equating the heat fluxes obtained from Fourier’s law in the
classical (non-corrected) and quantum systems. This correction has been imple-
mented in many MD studies, including those analyzing graphene [214, 222].
However, some authors have questioned the validity of these quantum correc-
tions [223]. For this reason, in Figure 6.6 we plot both the quantum corrected
and uncorrected values of the thermal conductivity. There is no quantum
correction available at low temperatures (shadowed areas in Figure 6.6) [222].
Our results show that for the three considered graphene structures, κ first
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FIGURE 6.6. (a) Lattice thermal conductivity as a function of temper-
ature for aGNRs and nanorings with W = 2.5 nm. Dotted lines
represent the quantum corrected value of the conductivity for
each structure. There is no quantum correction available for tem-
peratures within the shadowed area. (b) Ratio κring/κribbon as a
function of temperature T.
increases very quickly with T until it reaches a maximum value and then it
slowly decreases. When no quantum correction is considered, the maximum κ
value is reached at lower temperatures. We also find that low temperatures
favor a reduction of the thermal conductivity in rings, both in symmetric
and asymmetric configurations (see lower panel of Figure 6.6). As before, the
reduction is stronger for symmetric rings. For these rings, κ is only about
40% of the conductance of the corresponding GNR for temperatures near
100 K, and even for temperatures as high as 1000 K symmetric rings cause a
significant decrease of the thermal conductivity (κring < 0.8κribbon).
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6.4.3 Edge Disorder and Functionalization
Thus far, we have considered ideal nanostructures with perfect edges. However,
real samples would present imperfections or disorder, which can affect the
thermal response of the system. There exist different sources of disorder, such
as charged impurities in the substrate, native defects and imperfections of
FIGURE 6.7. (a) Schematic representation of an asymmetric graphene
ring with edge disorder. (b) Lattice thermal conductivity as a func-
tion of the probability of removal p for W = 2.5 nm and T = 300 K.
All thermal conductivities are normalized by the thermal conduc-
tivity of the corresponding perfect ribbon or ring, κ0. (c) Ratio
κring/κribbon as a function of the probability of removal p.
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the edges. The impact of the latter on the lattice thermal conductivity will
probably be rather significant, especially in nanoscale systems. In order to
estimate a possible impact of the edge disorder (also known as rough edges) on
the heat current, we consider disordered samples in which we delete carbon
atoms from the edges. As we did in the previous chapter, carbon atoms are
randomly removed from the zigzag edges with some given probability p. To
avoid dangling atoms in the armchair edges, pairs of neighbor atoms are
removed with the same probability. We find that the thermal conductivity
is almost independent of the exact position of the removed atoms as long as
the probability p remains the same. Even so, results are averaged over five
realizations of the disordered sample.
Figure 6.7(b) shows the thermal conductivity of the GNRs and nanorings
as a function of the probability p when W = 2.50 nm and T = 300 K. All
thermal conductivities are normalized to the thermal conductivity of the
corresponding perfect nanostructure, denoted by κ0. Our results show that
rough edges decrease κ in the three studied nanostructures. This is in good
agreement with the results reported in References [78, 79], where it was found
that rough edges can cause a suppression of the thermal conductivity in GNRs
due to the scattering of vibrational modes. Furthermore, Figure 6.7(b) shows
GNRs would be the most affected, while symmetric rings would be the least.
It is worth mentioning that κring(p)< κribbon(p) continues to be true in spite
of the already marked decrease observed for κribbon(p) when increasing p.
Figure 6.7(c) demonstrates that the thermal conductivity in symmetric rings
is about 70% of the corresponding ribbon conductivity for p= 20%, which is
the largest probability of removal considered in this work.
One major issue regarding heat transport in narrow GNRs is to elucidate
up to what extent would chemical functionalization affect the results. Among
various functional groups, hydrogen has attracted considerable interest in
recent years (see Reference [92] and references therein). In order to answer
this question, we have conducted NEMD simulations of GNRs and rings with
edges saturated by hydrogen atoms. We found that the thermal conductivity
slightly decreases as compared to open GNRs and rings of the same size. This
finding seems consistent with NEMD simulations carried out in hydrogenated
GNRs [92] and GNRs with hydrogen termination [78]. The decrease of the
thermal conductivity is more pronounced in rings than in GNRs because the
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larger edge length of the former. However, in both cases the reduction of the
thermal conductivity is not significant and the effects of hydrogen-saturated
edges can be safely neglected.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied the lattice thermal conductivity of graphene
nanorings and GNRs by means of NEMD simulations. We found a significant
reduction of the thermal conductivity κlat in symmetric rings, especially for
narrow ribbon widths and low temperatures, as compared to uniform GNRs.
Even at temperatures as high as 1000 K, our results show a substantial de-
crease of κlat. The impact of rough edges on heat transport was also addressed
and we concluded that it is higher in GNRs. Nevertheless, the thermal con-
ductivity of disordered nanorings is considerably smaller than that of GNRs
at the same magnitude of disorder.
Therefore, at this point we know nanorings present two main advantages
for exploiting their thermoelectric properties as compared to GNRs. First,
as we demonstrated in Chapter 5, quantum interference effects enhance the
Seebeck coefficient and the electronic contribution to the thermoelectric figure
of merit. Second, the scattering of vibrational modes at bends yields a strong
reduction of the lattice thermal conductivity κlat. We notice, however, the
quantum interference effects that enhance the electronic properties take place
at temperatures below 10 K, while MD results are not reliable at such low
temperatures. This issue will be addressed in the next chapter by using a
combination of DFTB calculations and Green’s function techniques.
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Impact of the Device Geometry on
Electron and Phonon Transport in
Graphene Nanorings
7.1 Introduction
Exploration of new materials and novel physical mechanisms for heat-to-
electricity conversion lies at the heart of thermoelectric research. We learned
in previous chapters that the thermoelectric efficiency of materials and devices
is usually quantified by the dimensionless figure of merit ZT =σS2T/κ [104].
Here, S stands for the Seebeck coefficient, and σ and κ are the electrical and
thermal conductances at temperature T, respectively. Because both electrons
and phonons can contribute to the heat current, the thermal conductance
is split as κ = κel+κph. Although the figure of merit has formally no upper
bound, values of ZT around 3−4 are needed for thermolectrics to compete
with other energy-generation technologies [102]. Bulk materials are, however,
usually well below this threshold because of the unfavorable interdependence
of S, σ, and κ in 3D systems.
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Miniaturization of materials was predicted long ago to improve the ther-
moelectric efficiency [107, 108]. Phonon scattering in nanostructures is a
promising route to reduce the phonon thermal conductivity while maintaining
good electric properties. Additionally, quantum effects allow these systems
to overcome classical limitations as the Wiedemann-Franz law. For instance,
sharp resonances in the electron transmission (such as Fano lineshapes)
make the ratio σ/κel increases above this limit [61, 128, 129]. The combina-
tion of these two factors, namely reduced κph and enhanced σ/κel, explains
why nanometer-sized objects can exhibit values of ZT unachievable by bulk
materials [109–115].
Graphene nanorings are ideal examples of nanometer-sized systems that
can exploit both approaches to improve the thermoelectric efficiency. On one
side, thermal transport in graphene is strongly affected by different mech-
anisms, such as rough edges [79], hydrogen-passivation, [91] and pattern-
ing [81–84]. For instance, arrays of nanopores [87] and double-bends [86]
drastically reduce the phonon contribution in GNRs. Also, using NEMD sim-
ulations, we demonstrated in Chapter 6 that the thermal conductivity in
graphene rings can be greatly reduced as compared with GNRs of the same
width [224]. It should be noticed, however, that NEMD simulations exclude
quantum effects and, consequently, they cannot be regarded as a valid tool
for studying graphene nanostructures below 107 K. It is precisely at low
temperatures where graphene rings can make use of quantum interference
phenomena. In Chapter 5, we proved that these effects can give rise to Fano
resonances that strongly enhance the Seebeck coefficient S and the electronic
contribution to the figure of merit ZTel of graphene rings [212].
In this chapter, we analyze both electron and phonon transport, as well as
the full thermoelectric response of graphene rings. Because MD simulations
are not valid at the low temperatures required for the quantum interference
effects to be noticeable, we first explore the phonon transport properties in
the low temperature regime by using the DFTB method [191] combined with
Green’s function (GF) techniques. We study three different configurations
to elucidate the optimal geometry yielding the lower κph value. Once this
magnitude is determined, we analyze the electron transport as we did in
Chapter 5, that is, using the QTBM [152] combined with the TMM [153]
adapted for graphene [33, 154]. Finally, the corresponding ZT is obtained
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FIGURE 7.1. Schematic diagram of the three configurations of
graphene nanorings connected to two ideal leads, represented by
shadowed areas. (a) Symmetric, (b) asymmetric and (c) orthogo-
nal configurations. Throughout this work we take w0 = 1.23 nm,
w1 ≈w and l0 = 1.7 nm.
over a wide range of parameters, finding a remarkable enhancement as
compared to GNRs. Additionally, we observe the phonon contribution does
not significantly degrade the thermoelectric response of graphene rings in
the vicinity of Fano resonances, which are the features that yield the largest
values of ZT.
7.2 System, Model and Methodology
The system under study is a graphene rectangular ring with arms of width
w attached to two semi-infinite aGNRs of width w0, which act as contacts.
Depending on where these contacts are placed, we obtain different configura-
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tions, which we call symmetric, asymmetric, and orthogonal (see Figure 7.1
for schematics). Throughout this work we take w0 = 1.23 nm, l0 = 1.7 nm and
we also consider the ring to be square and uniform (l = 3w0, w1 ≈w) unless
otherwise stated. Additionally, all edges are H-passivated.
Structural relaxation of the graphene nanostructures was carried out by
means of the DFTB method (see Appendix B) as implemented in the DFTB+
software package [191]. This method is based on the density-functional theory,
but also uses ideas of the semi-empirical TB approach, hence the combination
of accuracy and numerical efficiency. In particular, it allows dealing with
systems up to 2000 atoms in a quantum simulation, and has demonstrated
to provide reliable results for graphene-based systems [225, 226]. We have
used the Slater-Koster parameters obtained by Niehhaus et al. [192] for C and
H atoms. The geometry optimization was performed by using the conjugate
gradient method, until the absolute value of the interatomic forces was below
10−5 atomic units.
Interestingly, most of the Γ (including all the acoustic phonons as well)
and K phonon modes have been shown to be uncoupled to electrons [227].
Therefore, as a reasonable approximation, electron-phonon interaction is not
considered in our calculations. Consequently, phonon and electron transport
can be treated independently within the Landauer approach [23] in terms of
the corresponding electron τel(E) and phonon τph(ω) transmission coefficients.
For the low temperatures mostly considered here, phonon-phonon interactions
can also be safely neglected. Phonon transport properties have been computed
by combining the DFTB method with GF techniques [228], as implemented in
the in-house version of DFTB+ code developed in TU Dresden [226, 229, 230].
Based on this, we divide the whole system into three regions (see Figure 7.1),
namely left and right contacts, and a device (scattering) region. Then, we
calculate the phonon transmission coefficient τph(ω) as:
(7.1) τph(ω)=Tr (GrΓLGaΓR) ,
where the broadening functions are ΓL/R = i(ΣrL/R −ΣaL/R) with ΣL/R being the
contact self-energies. The retarded Green’s function is Gr = (ω21−K −ΣrL−
ΣrR)
−1, where K is the dynamical matrix, ω is the phonon frequency, and 1
is the unit matrix. K is obtained by numerically differentiating the forces
calculated using the DFTB method. Using this formalism, the heat flux can
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be written in the Landauer form
(7.2) J =
∫ ~ω
2pi
τph(ω)[N1(ω,T1)−N2(ω,T2)]dω
with kB and ~ being the Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively, and
Ni(ω,Ti) = {exp[~ω/kBTi]−1}−1 the Bose-Einstein distribution of contact i
at the temperature Ti. Because we restrict ourselves to the linear regime,
the temperature difference ∆T between contacts is assumed to be small
and a linear expansion in ∆T of the quantity N(ω,T+∆T)−N(ω,T) can be
performed. Finally, the thermal conductivity is obtained as
(7.3) κph =
J
∆T
= ~
2
2pikBT2
∫ ∞
0
ω2e~ω/kBT
(e~ω/kBT −1)2 τph(ω)dω .
To calculate the electron transport properties, we have employed the same
method that we used in Chapter 5. The nanostructures are described by a
nearest-neighbor TB Hamiltonian
(7.4) H =∑
i
εi|i〉〈i|− t
∑
〈i, j〉
|i〉〈 j| ,
where |i〉 is the pi-orbital of the i-th carbon atom, and the hopping parameter
and site energy are set to t= 2.8 eV and εi = 0, respectively. Assuming that
electrons are in the fully coherent regime, we use the QTBM [152] combined
with the TMM [153] adapted for graphene [33, 154] to calculate wave functions
and the electron transmission coefficient τel(E) (see Appendix A for further
details). The transmission coefficient τel(E) has also been calculated using the
GF-DFTB approach for testing purposes, obtaining an excellent agreement
between both methods. Therefore, in the following we use the above-described
approach since it demands less computational resources.
The Seebeck coefficient S, the electrical conductance σ, and the electronic
thermal conductance κel can be calculated from the following expressions (see
Section 5.2 in Chapter 5 for further details)
S =− 1
eT
K1
K0
,(7.5a)
σ= e2K0 ,(7.5b)
κel =
1
T
(
K2−
K21
K0
)
,(7.5c)
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where the functions Kn are given in terms of the moments of the electronic
transmission function
(7.5d) Kn = 2h
∫ ∞
−∞
(
− ∂ f
∂E
)
(E−µ)nτel(E)dE .
It is worth mentioning that these expressions are valid in the linear response
regime. In this equation µ is the chemical potential of the graphene contacts,
and f (E)= {exp[(E−µ)/kBT]+1}−1 is the Fermi distribution function. Finally,
including the phonon thermal conductance κph previously calculated, the
thermoelectric figure of merit ZT can be straightforwardly obtained.
7.3 Phonon Transport
We first address the study of the phonon transport properties of the different
configurations described in the previous section, namely symmetric, asym-
metric and orthogonal. To do so, we keep w0 = 1.23 nm and consider three
different arm widths: w= 0.4w0, w=w0, and w= 1.5w0. Note the latter case
does not present a hole.
The phonon transmission coefficient τph(ω) and the phonon thermal con-
ductance κph for a GNR of width w0 (as reference system) and all the above-
mentioned rings are presented in Figure 7.2. We observe that there are two
clearly distinguishable regimes in the thermal conductance for the three con-
figurations. In the case of symmetric rings, the critical temperature separating
both regimes is around 30−50 K [see Figure 7.2(b)]. Above this temperature,
the GNR has the highest thermal conductance and for the rings, it decreases
as the arms becomes narrower. As we demonstrated in Chapter 6, wider
GNRs present a higher thermal conductivity because the number of vibra-
tional modes is larger and the edge effect less pronounced. However, below the
critical temperature, the behavior is radically the opposite and all the rings
show a larger conductance than the GNR. In Figure 7.2(a), it can also be seen
that the phonon transmission τph decreases for narrower w with the exception
of the lowest frequencies, where a peak arises for the case w= 0.4w0. Precisely
at low temperatures the phonon distribution is shifted to the long-wavelength
(or low frequency) portion of the spectrum. Further below, it will be discussed
whether or not phonon interference is responsible for this counter-intuitive
phenomenon.
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FIGURE 7.2. Phonon transmission coefficient τph as a function of
the phonon frequency (panels a, c and e) and phonon thermal
conductance κph as a function of temperature (panels b, d and f)
for symmetric (top), asymmetric (middle) and orthogonal (bottom)
configurations. For all the rings w0 = 1.23 nm and w is indicated
in the legend. Grey shadowed curves represent the results for a
GNR of width w0.
Both the asymmetric and orthogonal configurations present a similar
behavior to the symmetric one. However, while the asymmetric configuration
also shows a critical temperature around 30−50 K, the orthogonal one has
a lower one around 10 K. Again, below the critical temperature the thermal
conductance is higher for the rings when comparing to the GNR geometry and
the effect of the ratio w/w0 is, a priori, unpredictable. At higher temperatures,
the main difference with the symmetric rings is that now the systems with
w=w0 and w= 1.5w0 display almost the same conductance. An explanation
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FIGURE 7.3. (a) Schematic diagram of a symmetric ring with w =
0.4w0 and varying length l. (b) Phonon transmission τph as func-
tion of the phonon frequency and (c) phonon thermal conductance
κph as a function of temperature for the above depicted rings. For
all the rings w0 = 1.23 nm, w = 0.4w0, and l is indicated in the
plot. Grey shadowed curves represent the results for a GNR of
width w0.
of this phenomenon relies on the fact that phonon transport from source to
drain is not affected by the hole placed sideway. Once the hole is large enough
to alter the transport path, the thermal conductance is degraded.
To assess if the unexpected behavior at low temperatures is due to phonon
interference effects, we study the symmetric ring with w= 0.4w0 and vary the
length of the arms l (see Figure 7.3). The transmission for the case l = 3w0
was the one that presented a very pronounced peak at low frequencies. How-
ever, when we vary l, both the peak and the conductance decrease. This could
be caused by a phonon interference mechanism. To further understand it, in
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FIGURE 7.4. (a) Local phonon density of states at ω= 18 cm−1 for the
three rings considered in Figure 7.3. (b) Phonon thermal conduc-
tance κph as a function of the length l for several temperatures
given in the plot.
Figure 7.4, we plot the local phonon density of states (LDOS) at ω= 18 cm−1,
which is the frequency at which the peak in the transmission spectrum oc-
curs. The LDOS per atomic site is defined as ηi(ω) = −(2ω/pi) (Im Gr[ω])ii.
Accordingly, we observe that for l = 3w0 the density is localized in the whole
system as it occurs in resonant transmission. When the length is decreased
to l = 2.66w0 the density is localized at the edges and corners of the ring.
However, when l = 3.35w0, which was the ring with the lower conductance
at low temperature in Figure 7.3(c), the phonon density is only localized at
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the corners. Additionally, in Figure 7.4(b) we observe the dependence of the
thermal conductance on the length l is a non-monotonic function, especially at
low temperatures. Similar results were obtained for smaller rings (not shown
here). These results reinforced the idea that phonon interference could be
responsible for the behavior of graphene rings at low temperatures.
We also notice that phonon–phonon interactions should be taken into ac-
count at high temperatures. Even though, the results are in good qualitative
agreement with our MD study from the previous chapter, which automatically
include anharmonicities to all orders, where we analyze the thermal conduc-
tance of graphene rings with w=w0 [224]. In brief, by using both methods,
MD and DFTB in combination with GF technique, we see that the thermal
conductance of symmetric graphene rings is markedly reduced compared to
other configurations. The only exception occurs at very low temperatures,
when quantum effects play a significant role and classical simulations are no
longer valid.
7.4 Electron Transport and Thermoelectric
Response
Next, we focus on the electron transport through the rings. We set the temper-
ature at T = 4 K so that quantum interference effects are not smoothed out.
The electron transmission τel for all the rings studied in the previous section
is plotted in Figure 7.5. As expected, we observe the symmetric rings present
the softest spectrum with smooth resonances, while both the asymmetric and
orthogonal show more abrupt features, including Fano resonances (asymmet-
ric lineshapes). Both configurations, asymmetric and orthogonal, introduce
geometrical asymmetries in the system which induce Fano resonances in the
electron transmission spectrum, as we showed in Chapters 4 and 5 [201, 212].
The electric thermal conductance κel is plotted in Figure 7.6 along with
the electron contribution to the thermoelectric figure of merit ZTel = S2σT/κel
and the full figure of merit including both electron and phonon contributions,
namely ZT = ZTelκel/(κel +κph). In most cases we observe that the order
of magnitude of κel is about 10−12 W/K, which is similar to the order of
magnitude of the phonon thermal conductance at 4 K. The thermoelectric
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FIGURE 7.5. Electron transmission τel as a function of the incoming
electron energy for symmetric, asymmetric, and orthogonal con-
figurations. The curves are shifted upwards by a factor of 1 for
clarity.
FIGURE 7.6. Thermoelectric figure of merit ZTel (electron contribu-
tion only) and full ZT (left axis), and electric thermal conductance
κel (right axis) for symmetric, asymmetric, and orthogonal config-
urations.
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figure of merit reaches the highest values at energies in the vicinity of Fano
resonances and pronounced slopes of the transmission coefficient. In the case
of the symmetric configuration, values of ZT ≈ 1 are only obtained when
there is no hole in the system (w = 1.5w0) since geometries with w < 1.5w0
always yield smooth transmission profiles. For the asymmetric and orthogonal
rings, values of ZT around unity or even higher are obtained in all cases,
indicating that these configurations would be more suitable for thermoelectric
applications. Additionally, as we demonstrated in Chapter 5, the application
of a side-gate voltage between the two arms of the rings would allow to obtain
much higher values of ZTel for both symmetric and asymmetric configurations.
In some cases values as high as 8 were found. The main limitation of that
previous study was the exclusion of the phonon contribution to the thermal
conductance that ultimately degrades the figure of merit. However, as it can
be observed in Figure 7.6, the addition of the phonon conductance in the
calculation of ZT does not significantly degrade the efficiency in the vicinity
of abrupt slopes and Fano resonances, which are the features that yield the
largest values of ZT.
7.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have theoretically studied phonon and electron transport
in several ring-shaped graphene nanostructures, to ultimately assess their
thermoelectric performance. Regarding the lattice thermal transport, we
found that there are two clearly distinguishable regimes in the thermal
conductance. For temperatures above the threshold temperature (which lies in
the range 10−50 K, depending on the specific configuration) the GNR presents
the highest thermal conductance and, for the rings, it decreases as the arms
of the ring become narrower. Also, the ring hole does not affect thermal
transport as long as it does not alter the path from source to drain. These
results qualitatively agree with the results we obtained in Chapter 6. On
the contrary, at low temperatures, when quantum effects come into play, the
behavior is the opposite since nanorings present higher thermal conductance
than the GNRs of the same width in most cases. We suggest and provide some
evidence of phonon interference to be responsible for this counter-intuitive
behavior, opening new possibilities of engineering phonon transport in a
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similar way as electron transport in nanorings.
As for electron transport, we found that the asymmetric and the orthogonal
configurations show sharper electron transmission profiles than the symmet-
ric ones, including Fano resonances. These features give rise to higher values
of the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT. Additionally, although we observe
that electrons and phonons contribute equally to the thermal conductance
at T = 4 K, the inclusion of the phonon contribution does not significantly
degrade ZT in the vicinity of high slopes and Fano resonances. The low ther-
mal conductance together with the use of quantum interference effects to
obtain Fano resonances to enhance the power factor, make graphene nanorings
promising candidates for low temperature thermoelectric applications.
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Conclusions
In this chapter the main results are summarized and a critical analysis is
made, exploring the limitations of our approaches and commenting the possi-
ble prospects as well. Several graphene nanostructures have been extensively
studied throughout this thesis, hence we separate the conclusions according
to each one of these systems, namely, graphene nanoconstrictions (GNCs),
twisted graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and graphene nanorings.
Graphene Nanoconstrictions
The impact of several factors on the electronic transport and the conductance
quantization in GNCs was thoroughly analyzed in Chapter 2. Our main
findings are listed below:
• Zigzag GNRs present a 4e2/h stepwise electrical conductance and thus
preserve the valley-symmetry. On the contrary, in armchair GNRs the
valley degeneracy is broken and the electrical conductance shows 2e2/h
steps.
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• Regardless of the type of edges, when GNRs are tailored into GNCs, size
quantization is smoothed out due to backscattering.
• The 4e2/h quantization can be more easily observed in zigzag GNCs.
However, armchair GNCs can recover the valley-symmetry conservation
in some specific cases, namely for very short constrictions lengths and
for rounded-shaped profiles. The latter approach proved to yield more
pronounced 4e2/h plateaus.
• For ribbons comprising multiple constrictions, we found well defined
peaks (resonances) when the separation among constrictions is suffi-
ciently small.
• Rough edges were found to highly degrade the conductance, although
signs of quantization were still noticeable for low edge roughness.
• We propose an effective scaling method which allows to extrapolate
results from small systems to experimentally feasible sized systems. Its
validity was tested by comparing with experimental high quality GNCs.
The profile of the sample edges obtained by AFM measurements was
employed to simulate the actual GNC, finding an excellent agreement
between the measured and calculated electrical conductance.
In conclusion, our findings provide a deeper insight into the role of geo-
metric factors in the electronic transport in GNCs, which could result in the
fabrication of more optimized tailored structures able to preserve the size
quantization and the valley symmetry. The high control in the edge-definition
process required to this end could already be feasible, as recent experiments
have demonstrated (see Section 2.6 and Reference [157]). Therefore, the possi-
bility of using GNCs for valleytronics applications could be a reality in the
near future.
Twisted Graphene Nanoribbons
The possibility of controlling electron transport and engineering the current-
voltage characteristics in twisted zigzag graphene nanoribbons (zGNRs) by
means of a transverse electric field was explored in Chapter 3. The following
results were found:
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• Below the threshold value of the torsion parameter (W/λ< 0.25), elec-
tron transport in zGNRs is barely affected by the mechanical deforma-
tion induced by the twisted conformation.
• The transmission coefficient for twisted zGNRs is highly sensitive to the
transverse electric field and, thus, the source-drain electric current can
be effectively controlled, allowing the system to operate as an efficient
field-effect transistor with the on/off ratio on the order of 1000.
• If the working point is chosen appropriately, that is, the chemical po-
tential of the leads and the transverse electric field are set to suitable
values, twisted zGNRs can manifest negative differential resistance
(NDR) and an N-type current–voltage characteristics similar to those of
tunnel diodes.
• In some cases, current-voltage curves can display multiple-peak NDR,
opening a possibility for applications in multiple-valued logic circuits.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that the current–voltage characteristics
of twisted zGNRs can be effectively engineered to suit different nanoelectronic
applications.
Graphene Nanorings
Several configurations of graphene nanorings were analyzed throughout Chap-
ters 4, 5, 6 and 7. Regarding the electron transport in these systems, the
following results were found:
• An asymmetric connection between the ring and the contacts can give
rise to sharp features in the electron transmission spectra, including
Fano resonances.
• The application of a side-gate voltage accross the arms of the ring
can lead to the appearance of new Fano resonances, regardless of the
symmetry of the system configuration.
• In Chapter 4, it was found that these features can be used to obtain a
highly spin-polarized transmission when a ferromagnetic insulator is
placed on top of the graphene nanoring.
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• In Chapter 5, Fano resonances were proved to have a great impact on
the thermoelectric properties of the graphene rings. At low temperature
and in the absence of phonon contribution, a figure of merit as high as
ZT ' 8 was obtained for certain values of the side-gate voltage.
Regarding the thermal properties, two different methods were used,
namely, MD simulations (Chapter 6) and DFTB simulations in combination
with GF techniques (Chapter 7). The former approach is valid if the quantum
effects can be neglected, that is, for a high enough temperature (approximately
T > 107 K in the case of graphene), while the latter is suitable in the absence
of phonon–phonon interactions, that is, in the low temperature regime. The
main results are summarized below:
• For a temperature above the threshold one (which lies in the range
10−50 K, depending on the specific geometry configuration) the pres-
ence of bends, corners, or a hole in the path from source to drain, strongly
degrade the thermal conductance κlat as compared to uniform GNRs.
The decrease is especially remarkable for symmetric rings and narrow
widths. These results were obtained by using both methods.
• As the temperature increases, κlat in rings is less reduced with respect
to GNRs. However, even at 1000 K, our MD simulations show that κlat
in a 2.5-nm-wide symmetric ring is only 80% of the value of κlat in the
corresponding 2.5-nm-wide uniform GNR.
• Below the threshold temperature, graphene nanorings present a higher
κlat than ribbons of the same width in the vast majority of cases. We
suggest and provide some evidence of phonon interference to be respon-
sible for this counter-intuitive behavior, opening new possibilities of
engineering phonon transport in a similar way as electron transport in
nanorings.
• Even though the phonon (or lattice) contribution is thought to be the
most important contribution to heat transport in carbon-based materials
due to the strong covalent sp2 bonding, we found that the electron and
phonon contributions are of the same order of magnitude (κph ∼ κel) for
graphene rings at low temperature.
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• Regarding the thermoelectric response of the rings, the inclusion of
the phonon contribution does not significantly degrade ZT in the vicin-
ity of high slopes and Fano resonances, which are the features that
were showed to enhance the electronic contribution to ZT. Therefore,
graphene nanorings arise as promising candidates for low temperature
thermoelectric applications.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that graphene nanorings are highly
versatile structures which can be employed for spintronics, thermal managa-
ment and thermoelectric applications. Electron transport in such systems can
be engineering by using quantum interference effects while phonon conduc-
tance can be greatly modified with an appropriate design.
Prospective Research
Throughout this thesis several approximations were made. Particularly, since
charge carriers were treated as non-interacting particles, a possible extension
of these works could be the inclusion of the electron–electron and electron–
phonon interactions, as well as effects related to substrates or enviroment.
Additionally, the following topics could also be envisioned as an extension of
the present thesis:
• A more extensive analysis on GNRs with several nanoconstrictions.
• The effect of the transverse electric field on twisted armchair GNRs,
edge-disordered GNRs, or more realistic twisted conformations obtained,
for example, from MD simulations. As we demonstrated in Chapter 3,
the use of higher accuracy methods would be required to calculate the
electron properties in armchair ribbons.
• The effect of a ferromagnetic insulator put in contact with the ring
(as we did in Chapter 4) on the thermoelectric properties could be of
interest in spin caloritronics. This type of device could show a spin-
dependent Seebeck effect and may have a potential for spin caloritronic
devices, which are multifunctional devices that combine spintronics with
caloritronics and could play a significant role in low-power-consumption
systems.
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• A more extensive analysis of the use of the phonon interference effects
found in Chapter 7 for an effectively engineering of thermal transport
in graphene rings.
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Quantum Transmitting Boundary Method
For structures in which electrons are in the ballistic and coherent regime,
the electronic transport can be described by the effective-mass Schrödinger
equation [231]
(A.1) H |ψ〉 =E|ψ〉 .
The quantum transmitting boundary method (QTBM) [152] is a technique for
solving this equation for current-carrying states based on the finite-difference
approximation. It enables to obtain the wave function in the whole system |ψ〉,
and then, using this wave function, it is possible to calculate the transmission
and reflection coefficients. In order to use this method, appropriate boundary
conditions need to be formulated.
The region of interest is divided into a device or scattering region D, and
several lead regions, Li, i = 1,2, ...,N. Throughout this thesis, we set N = 2
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FIGURE A.1. Scheme of a system composed of a scattering region D
and N = 2 semi-infinite leads, labelled Li. Each lead is split into
identical cells C i, j with spatial period ∆i.
because there are only a source and a drain leads in the studied structures (see
Figure A.1 for schematics). Each lead Li consists on a quasi-one dimensional
system with spatial period ∆i, made up of identical cells C i, j, j = 0,1..., each
one containing Mi atoms. For each lead i at a given energy E, there are
Mi ingoing eigenmodes |vini,n〉 and Mi outgoing eigenmodes |vouti,n 〉, which are
obtained from the TMM, which will be outline in next section. The wave
function at the cell C i,0 can be written as
|C i,0〉 =
Ni∑
n=1
ai,n|vini,n〉+
Ni∑
n=1
bi,n|vouti,n 〉
≡ Vˆ ini .ai+ Vˆ outi .bi ,
(A.2)
where ai,n/bi,n are the amplitudes of the incoming/outgoing modes. Only the
former are known quantities in our problem. Notice also the introduction of
the matrix notation in the above equation. The wave function at the adjacent
cell C i,1 is then obtained as
|C i,1〉 =
Ni∑
n=1
ai,n|vini,n〉eik
in
i,n∆i +
Ni∑
n=1
bi,n|vouti,n 〉eik
out
i,n∆i
≡ Wˆ ini .ai+Wˆouti .bi ,
(A.3)
where kin/outi,n is the wavenumber for the corresponding ingoing/outgoing eigen-
mode. Using Equations (A.2) and (A.3), the vector composed of unknown
amplitudes bi, can be removed. Then, the following expression is obtained
(A.4) |C i,1〉−Wˆouti
(
Vˆ outi
)−1
|C i,0〉 =
[
Wˆ ini −Wˆouti
(
Vˆ outi
)−1
Vˆ ini
]
.ai ,
forming a set of
∑N
i=1Mi equations that can be written in a more compact way.
Starting with
(A.5) (H −E)|ψ〉 ≡ Mˆ0|ψ〉 = 0 ,
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the rows of Mˆ0 which correspond to atoms belonging to the C i,n cells are
replaced by the left side of the corresponding Equation A.4. Similarly, the
elements of the vector 0 in the same row are replace by the independent term
(right side) of the corresponding Equation A.4. Finally, the wave function of
the whole system |ψ〉 is obtained by solving a linear system
(A.6) Mˆ|ψ〉 = b
with both Mˆ and b being sparse arrays.
Transfer Matrix Method
For a given energy E, the eigenmodes in the leads can be described by means
of the transfer matrix method (TMM) [153]. Writing the Schrödinger equation
for the the lead with hamiltonian Hˆ in the basis formed by the atoms belonging
to the lth cell, we obtain
(A.7) Hˆl,l−1ψl−1+ (Hˆl,l −E)ψl + Hˆl,l+1ψl+1 = 0 ,
where ψl is the set of coefficient of the wave function in that basis. It is
common to write this expression in the transfer-matrix form
(A.8)(
ψl+1
ψl
)
=
(
−Hˆ−1l,l+1(Hˆl,l −E) −Hˆ−1l,l+1Hˆl,l−1
1 0
)(
ψl
ψl−1
)
=T
(
ψl
ψl−1
)
where T is the transfer matrix. The eigenvectors of T provide us the eigen-
modes in the leads.
Because this method requires a matrix inversion, when there are atoms in
cell l that are not coupled to the atoms of the adjacent cell l+1, like in the case
of graphene, singular matrix can be obtained. In this cases, a generalization
of the TMM in which the unit cell is divided into two subcells, labelled L
and R, can be used [33]. The sites in both of them must be connected to
sites belonging to the same subcell or to its nearest neighbours. Furthermore,
all sites belonging to L must be connected to both neighboring R subcells.
Figure A.2 shows a valid two subcell division for an armchair and a zigzag
GNR.
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FIGURE A.2. Scheme of an infinite GNR with (a) armchair, and
(b) zigzag edges. A valid two subcell division is plotted using
light/dark gray for L/R subcells
Within this approach, the Schrödinger equation reads
(A.9)

. . .
...
...
...
...
...
· · · hL sL,R 0 0 · · ·
· · · s∗L,R hR dR,L 0 · · ·
· · · 0 d∗R,L hL sL,R · · ·
· · · 0 0 s∗L,R hR · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
. . .


...
ψl,L
ψl,R
ψl+1,L
ψl+1,R
...

=E

...
ψl,L
ψl,R
ψl+1,L
ψl+1,R
...

,
where hL and hR are square matrices, while sL,R and dR,L are in general
rectangular. From this equation we can obtain
s∗L,Rψl,L+hRψl,R +dR,Lψl+1,L =Eψl,R ,
d∗L,Rψl,R +hLψl+1,L+ sR,Lψl+1,R =Eψl+1,L .
(A.10)
Combining both equations we can get one containing only L subcells
sL,R(E−hR)−1dR,Lψl+2,L =
= (E−d∗R,L(E−hR)−1dR,L− sL,R(E−hR)−1s∗L,R −hL)ψl+1,L
−d∗R,L(E−hR)−1s∗L,Rψl,L ,
(A.11)
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which can be rewritten as
(A.12) ψl+2,L = Tˆ1,1ψl+1,L+ Tˆ1,2ψl,L ,
and, therefore, in a transfer matrix form
(A.13)
(
ψl+2,L
ψl+1,L
)
=
(
Tˆ1,1 Tˆ1,2
1 0
) (
ψl+1,L
ψl,L
)
.
Further details on this method and its application to graphene structures
can be found in Reference [154].
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Density-Functional
Tight-Binding Method
The density-functional tight-binding (DFTB) method is based on density
functional theory (DFT) as formulated by Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham [232,
233], and it also uses ideas of the semiempirical tight-binding (TB) method
[234]. In DFT the energy is a functional of the electron density n(r) and for a
system of electrons can be written as
(B.1) E[n(r)]=Ts+Eext+EH+Exc+EII ,
where Ts is the non-interacting kinetic energy, Eext the external interactions
(including electron-ion interactions), EH the Hartree energy, and EII ion-ion
interactions. The term Exc = (T −Ts)+ (Eee −EH), where T is the kinetic
energy of the interacting system and Eee the electron-electron interaction, is
the exchange-correlation (xc) energy. This essential term includes and hides
all the difficult many-body effects.
DFTB can be derived from a Taylor series expansion of the density func-
tional total energy around a properly chosen reference density n0(r) ≡ n0,
i.e. the superposition of the atomic densities as if atoms in the system
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were free and neutral (see [235, 236] and references therein). This density
does not minimize the energy, but neighbors the true minimization density
nmin(r)= n0(r)+δn0(r), where δn0(r)≡ δn0 is supposed to be small. Expand-
ing E[n] at n0 to second order, the energy reads
(B.2) E[δn]≈EBS[δn]+ECoul[δn]+Erep.
The first term is the band-structure energy
EBS[δn]=
∑
a
fa〈ψa|− 12∇
2+Vext+VH[n0]+Vxc[n0]|ψa〉
=∑
a
fa〈ψa|H0|ψa〉 ,
(B.3)
where fa is the occupation of a single-particle state ψa. The second term
corresponds to the energy from charge fluctuations
ECoul[δn]=
1
2
∫ ∫ (δ2Eexc[n0]
δnδn′
+ 1|r− r′|
)
δnδn′d3rd3r′
= 1
2
∑
i j
γi j(Ri j)∆qi∆q j ,
(B.4)
where ∆qi is the atomic population of atom i and γi j an analytical function.
The third term is called the repulsive energy
Erep =−12
∫
VH[n0]n0d3r+Exc[n0]+EII−
∫
Vxc[n0]n0d3r
=∑
i< j
V i jrep(Ri j) ,
(B.5)
and can be approximated as a sum of pair-wise repulsive functions which are
obtained by fitting to high-level theoretical calculations.
Since tight-binding assumes tightly bound electrons, the KS orbitals ψi
are expanded to a set of localized atomic orbitals φi
(B.6) ψi =
∑
µ
cµiφµ ,
which are obtained from DFT calculations of the corresponding atoms. The
band structure energy becomes
(B.7) EBS =
∑
a
fa
∑
µν
ca∗µ c
a
ν〈φµ|H0|φν〉 =
∑
a
fa
∑
µν
ca∗µ c
a
νH
0
µν .
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The tight-binding formalism enters by accepting the matrix elements H0µν as
the principal parameters of the method.
With all the terms alredy defined in the energy expression, the minimum
is found by variation of δ(E −∑a εa〈ψa|ψa〉), where εa are undetermined
Lagrange multipliers, and obtain
(B.8)
∑
ν
caν(Hµν−εaSµν)= 0 ,
with
(B.9) Hµν =H0µν+
1
2
Sµν
∑
k
(γik+γ jk)∆qk .
Because the Hamiltonian H0µν and overlap Sµν matrix elements contain one-
and two-centre contributions only, they can be calculated and tabulated in
advance as functions of the distance between atomic pairs. Finally, as in
Kohn-Sham equations in DFT, Equations (B.8) and (B.9) have to be solved
self-consistently. From an initial guess for {∆qi} one obtains Hµν, then by
solving Equation (B.8) one obtains new {caµ} and finally new {∆qi}, iterating
until self-consistency is achieved.
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Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a technique for computing both equilibrium and
non-equilibrium properties of classical many-body systems. It is considered a
classical method because the motion of the constituent particles, i.e. atoms or
molecules, obeys the laws of classical mechanics [216, 237]. MD simulations
are based on the numerical integration of Newton’s equation of motion for a
set of N interacting particles
(C.1) mi
d2r i
dt2
=
j=N∑
j=1, j 6=i
Fi j i = 1,2, ...N ,
where mi and r i are, respectively, the mass and the position of the particle
i, and Fi j denotes the force exerted on particle i by particle j. This force Fi j
corresponds to the negative derivative of the interatomic potential V between
those particles
(C.2) Fi j =− ∂V
∂r i j
.
To start with an MD simulation one needs to know the initial coordinates
r i and velocities vi. In crystalline solids, the starting coordinates are defined
by the crystal symmetry and the positions of the atoms within the unit cell.
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The starting velocities can be chosen randomly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann or
Gaussian distribution at a given temperature T. Repeating the integration
with the updated configuration allows following the dynamics and obtaining
the trajectory of the system under study. Then, after an equilibration time,
physical quantities of interest can be obtained by the time average along the
trajectory.
Several algorithms have been developed to integrate the equations of
motion, all of them assuming positions and velocities can be approximated by
a Taylor series expansion. Because of its simplicity and stability, the velocity-
Verlet algorithm [238], based on the original Verlet method [239], is one of the
most frequently used. By using this approach, the positions are obtained as
(C.3) r(t+∆t)= r(t)+v(t)∆t+ F(t)
2m
∆t2 ,
and the velocities by
(C.4) v(t+∆t)= v(t)+ F(t+∆t)+F(t)
2m
∆t ,
where ∆t is the time step in the MD simulation. An appropriate value of ∆t
needs to be chosen, since too large time steps can lead to algorithm errors and
too small values result in much longer simulation time.
Interatomic Potentials
The accuracy and predictive power of MD simulations strongly depends on
the interatomic potential used to describe the interactions between the con-
stituent atoms of the system. These atomic interactions can be described at
different levels of sophistication, being first-principle calculations the most
accurate approach. Although the power of current supercomputers have made
ab initio MD simulations feasible [240], they are extremely time consuming
and unpractical when dealing with large systems or long time scales. In
contrast, empirical interatomic potentials (EIPs), which include several pa-
rameters that are fitted to reproduce experimental results, or results obtained
by higher accuracy methods, can deal with systems up to millions of atoms
and times of the order of nanoseconds [241].
One successful EIP for treating covalent bonding interactions is the
Tersoff-type potential [242, 243]. Based on this model, several EIPs have
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been developed for carbon, being the most widely used the hydrocarbon po-
tential by Brenner [244], and its extensions [218, 245, 246]. Among these, the
AIREBO potential [218] was the one employed in Chapter 5. By using the
AIREBO potential, the entire system energy can be obtained as a sum of three
different terms
(C.5) E = 1
2
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
EREBOi j +ELJi j +
∑
k 6=i j
∑
l 6=i jk
ETORSIONi jkl .
The reactive empirical bond-order (REBO) term, EREBOi j , has the same func-
tional form as the hydrocarbon REBO potential developed by Brenner [245].
This term is exclusively short-ranged, i.e. two atoms interact only if they are
separated by a distance less than a covalent-bonding cutoff of rmaxi j (2 Å for
C-C bonds). Then, the interaction is described as
(C.6) EREBOi j =VRi j (r i j)+bi jV Ai j (r i j) ,
where VRi j and V
A
i j are repulsive and attractive pairwise potentials that de-
pend only on the atom type (carbon or hydrogen) and the distance between
the atoms r i j. However, the value of EREBOi j is also dependent on the local
environment close to the i− j bond through the many-body term bi j. This term
is characteristic of Tersoff-type potentials, and it accounts for the bond angles,
coordination numbers, and other chemical effects that affect the strength of
a covalent bonding. Additionally, the Lennard-Jones term, ELJi j , adds longer-
ranged interactions using a form similar to the standard Lennard-Jones
potential, and the torsional term, ETORSIONi jkl , is a 4-body potential dependent
on the dihedral angles. Detailed formulas for these terms can be found in
Reference [218].
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